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Abstract

We analyse bibliometric data about fundamental physics world-wide

from 1970 to now extracting quantitative data about gender issues.

We do not find significant gender differences in hiring rates, hiring

timing, career gaps and slowdowns, abandonment rates, citation and

self-citation patterns. Furthermore, various bibliometric indicators

(number of fractionally-counted papers, citations, etc) exhibit a pro-

ductivity gap at hiring moments, at career level, and without integrat-

ing over careers. The gap persists after accounting for confounding

factors and manifests as an increasing fraction of male authors going

from average to top authors in terms of bibliometric indices, with a

quantitative shape that can be fitted by higher male variability.

1 Introduction

This paper originates from an observational opportunity: for the first time sociological issues

in fundamental physics can be studied using the public InSpire database, that accumulated

bibliometric data about fundamental physics world-wide from ∼ 1970 to now [InSpire(2010)].

Fundamental physics is a sub-sector of physics that deals with the fundamental aspects of the

field and that presently focuses mostly on particle physics, cosmology and astrophysics, from

an experimental and theoretical point of view.

Such bibliometric data are being used to study various aspects of the field. Like other

Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) fields, physics exhibits persisting

gender differences that we try to characterise and understand in the present paper. The biblio-

metric approach relies on large amounts of objective quantitative data about papers, authors,

citations and hires. Having a large amount of new data we will follow a data-driven approach.

Enough statistics is sometimes needed to reveal effects, and to go beyond simple counting by

devising dedicated analyses that target specific questions. We can do this, as we have the full

database, not just access to some pre-defined metrics.

While a vast literature studied gender differences in STEM, no previous studies specifically



focused on fundamental physics: the present study will fill this gap.1 A main theme is un-

derstanding why women remain under-represented in STEM fields, a worldwide phenomenon

persisting since decades, despite interventions on its alleged social causes [Stoet et al.(2018)].

A limitation of bibliometric analyses is that authors start being scientifically active roughly at

PhD level: in physics (as in other STEM fields) a low female representation is already present

at this entry level of bibliometric data. Earlier phases need to be explored with other tools.

An important clue is that a similar gender difference already appears in surveys of occupa-

tional plans and first choices of high-school students [Xie et al.(2003), Ceci et al.(2014)]. This

is possibly mainly due to gender differences in interests [Ceci et al.(2014),Su et al.(2009),Lippa

(2010), Hyde (2014), Su et al.(2015), Thelwall (2018)b, Stoet et al.(2018)]. Gender differences

in relative attitudes (girls with high math ability tend to also have high verbal ability) also

contribute to student choices [Wang et al.(2013),Ceci et al.(2014),Stoet et al.(2018)]: most of

the gender gap in student intentions to study math disappears after taking into account their

math versus reading difference in PISA scores, while absolute results (boys outperform girls in

math, girls outperform boys in reading) are much less able to explain the gender gap [Breda et

al.(2019)].

Coming to the later phase that can be studied by experiments and by bibliometrics, ini-

tial small-scale experiments and anecdotal reports suggested biases against hypothetical fe-

male applicants (see e.g. [Wenneras et al.(1997),Moss-Racusin et al.(2012)]; see also [Eaton et

al.(2019)]). These findings have not been supported by more recent larger-scale experiments

(see the review in [Ceci et al.(2011)] and [Williams et al.(2017), Ceci et al.(2015)]). [Milkman

et al.(2015)] sent letters by fictional students seeking research opportunities to professors and

measured their response rate. The result of this social experiment performed in the US was

that, looking at gender in isolation (rather than at ‘women and minorities’), female students

received slightly more responses in public schools (the majority of the sample) with respect to

men in the same racial group.

Experiments about hypothetical applicants often miss key elements of real applications,

mostly based on scientific results reported in publications and evaluated by scientists who work

in the same sub-field. No significant biases have been found in examined real grant evalu-

ations [Ceci et al.(2014), Marsh et al.(2011), Ley et al.(2008), Mutz et al.(2012)] and referee

reports of journals [Borsuk et al.(2009), Ceci et al.(2014), Edwards et al.(2018)]; the gender

composition of applicants [Way et al.(2016)] and panels [Abramo et al.(2018)] has little effects.

Real hires show a higher success rates among women [National Research Council,Wolfinger et

al.(2008), Glass et al.(2010), Ceci et al.(2014)], especially in those STEM fields where women

1 Various studies focused on discriminations as a possible source of gender differences. Small samples of
female physics students were interviewed by [Barthelemy et al.(2016)] and [Aycock et al.(2019)]. The [NASEM
report (2018)] focused on the University of Texas System, finding that 17% (13%) of female (male) students
in Science reported “sexist hostility”. However, the [NASEM report (2018)] also found that a higher 45%
rate of “sexist hostility” is reported by female students in Medicine, a field with a negligible gender gap in
participation. Only a few % of male and female STEM students reported more serious problems (fig. 3.3
of [NASEM report (2018)]). As “evidence of direct discrimination is limited”, alternative interpretations of the
gender representation difference in STEM have been considered and “many scholars now emphasize the role of
gender differences in preferences, self-concept and attitudes” [Breda et al.(2019)].
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are less represented [Ceci et al.(2014)]. Bibliometric attempts of recognising higher merit [Ceci

et al.(2014)] found that male faculty members write more papers [Xie et al.(1998), Levin et

al.(1998),Fox (2005),Abramo et al.(2009),Lariviere et al.(2013),Way et al.(2016)] (see also [Hol-

man et al.(2018), Thelwall (2018)]), predominate among first and last authors (prestigious in

some fields) and in single-authored papers [West et al.(2013), Jagsi et al.(2006)]. Such gen-

der productivity gap persists after accounting for confounding factors such as seniority [Ceci et

al.(2014),Caplar et al.(2017),Moldwin et al.(2018)]. Consistently with these results, [Witteman

et al.(2019)] found that female grant applications in Canada are less successful when evaluations

involve career-level elements. Some studies observed a small group of extremely productive,

mostly male, ‘star authors’ [Bordons et al.(2003), Abramo et al.(2009)b, Abramo et al.(2015)].

A smaller ‘leaky pipeline’ rate of female authors is observed in STEM fields than in other

fields with higher female representation [Ceci et al.(2014)]. Looking at PLOS medical journals,

where each author declares his/her role (analysis, design, material, perform, write), [Macaluso

et al.(2016)] found that women were more involved in performing experiments, and men more

involved in the other roles.

This paper is structured as follows.

In section 2 we describe how we identify the gender of authors; how we obtain lists of hires;

how we combine citations to define bibliometric indicators which can be used as reliable proxies

for scientific merit, being significantly correlated to human evaluations such as scientific prizes;

how we deal with the confounding factor due to the gender evolution of the field.

In section 3 we present findings that exhibit interesting gender differences. New authors

today appear with roughly 4:1 male:female proportion, with order one variations in different

countries. We find that this entry difference in representation is negligibly affected by hiring,

consistently with [Ceci et al.(2014)]. As we use citations, in section 3.1 we first verify that

male (M) and female (F ) authors cite in the same way. We achieve this by defining a gender

asymmetry in citations sensitive only to a differential gender bias, not to gender differences in

number or productivity of authors. In section 3.2 we then compare reliable bibliometric indices

based on citations finding that F authors are hired with indices which are, on average, not

higher than those of M authors. Section 3.3 finds a productivity gap consistent with previous

studies. This new difference is quantitatively studied in section 3.4 finding that the M fraction

progressively grows going from average to top-authors, consistently with [Bordons et al.(2003),

Abramo et al.(2009)b, Abramo et al.(2015)]. In section 3.5 we consider self-references, finding

no new gender differences. Data are made available as discussed in the “Data availability”

section. As bibliometric data are influenced by a complicated background of social and historical

accidents in the supplementary section S1 we show that the results above persist after taking

confounding variables into account. Statistical details are presented in the supplementary

section S2. Interpretations of the data are discussed in the Conclusions, section 4.
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2 Methods

The public InSpire database [InSpire(2010)] maintained by CERN and other institutions offers

a picture of fundamental physics world-wide from ∼ 1970 to now. InSpire gives data on about

1.3 million of scientific papers, 30 million of references, 71104 identified authors in 7 thousands

of institutes and 6 thousands of collaborations. InSpire individually identified all authors

(except occasional authors), solving the problem of name disambiguation. We expect that the

database is negligibly affected by direct or indirect gender bias. Indeed, the database provides

essentially full coverage of the scientific literature within “fundamental physics”. Since decades

this is a self-contained highly specialised subject [Sinatra et al.(2005)], so that “boundaries”

of the data-base play a minor role. Papers in InSpire include all those published in some

categories of the pre-print bulletin arXiv and in some journals with topics considered relevant

for fundamental physics. Human intervention is minor, such as adding extra papers considered

relevant. Only a minor fraction of authors occasionally work in other fields or arrive from

other fields. A possible gender difference in multi-disciplinary attitudes is thereby expected

to negligibly impact our subsequent discussion. On the other hand, various authors work on

multiple topics within the field, that cannot be sharply sub-divided.

InSpire does not provide gender information: in section 2.1 we describe our procedure to

infer gender from full names and nationality of the authors. In section 2.2 we describe how we

obtain lists of hires in fundamental physics world-wide. Section 2.3 motivates the bibliometric

index that we will use to indicate scientific merit.

2.1 Name-gender association

We need to infer gender from names in an accurate and complete way.2 Three main problems

are encountered. First, the InSpire database provides only name initials for about 13% of

the authors. These are mostly authors with little impact, as defined by any index. Second,

some names like Nicola are “ambiguous”: they correspond to different genders in different

countries. Third, some authors have unusual names. The Mathematica machine learning

function Classify [Wolfram et al.] uses information about the first name only and leaves

about 40% of authors with unclassified gender.

We tested two approaches, in order to determine their strengths and to choose the best

combination:

1. First, we run the on-line Ethnea [Torvik et al.(2016)] tool, which uses the full name

(first and family name) to infer both gender and ethnicity. Ethnea leaves 26% of the

authors with unclassified gender.

2. Second, for each author we extract a “guessed” nationality from the earlier affiliations

in his/her papers and use it to disambiguate “ambiguous” names. The obtained list of

first names and nationalities is matched to a database of names and countries from the

2Some U.S. astronomers “discourage” adopting this “quantitative methodology”, seen as “epistemically
violent” and “discriminatory” [Rasmussen et al.(2019)].
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Worldwide Gender-Name Dictionary (WGND) [WGND]. This database contains 175917

names with their associated countries. About 70% of authors have “unambiguous” names

that are present in the WGND. Authors with “ambiguous” names present in the WGND

are matched using the nationality inferred from their earliest affiliations. The size of this

subset of authors is ∼ 3% of the total, and the uncertainty induced by this procedure

is below the percent level. About 0.1% of the authors have “ambiguous” names and no

nationality information: we match them to the most common gender corresponding to

their name, defined as the one used in the largest number of countries. 23% of the authors

remain unclassified.

The results discussed in the following are affected in a minor way using the Ethnea or the

WGND classification. By comparing them we see that that the Ethnea classification is less

complete, leaving unclassified more authors with unusual names. On the other hand, the

WGND classifications leads to some authors with misidentified gender, typically arising due

to a misidentification of their nationality. We find different genders for 1.8% of all identified

authors; the percentage grows up to 5% among Chinese,3 Indian and Korean authors, and

decreases down to 1% among European authors.

As a best choice, we adopt the Ethnea classification whenever available, and the WGND

classification otherwise. Furthermore, we selected a thousand of top-cited authors in different

time periods and systematically verified and correctly assigned their gender with no errors,

using information available on internet.

2.2 Hiring

InSpire is integrated with HepNames, a data base with biographical information about the

various authors, including papers, affiliation history, experiments they participated in, PhD ad-

visor, graduate students. As an example the internet page inspirehep.net/author/profile/A.Strumia.1

shows the profile of the present author. A user interface allows researchers to create and update

HepNames records for themselves and for other authors, providing precise career information

on a voluntary basis (to be validated by the InSpire team). Furthermore, large collaborations

systematically provide complete author information upon submission of documents through a

dedicated format.

From HepNames we obtain a data-base of about 10000 first hires in fundamental physics

world-wide, including dates and disambiguated institutions. Such InSpire hires might be

biased if those F and M authors who need to self-report their data tend to do this differently.

While InSpire is a widely used tool in the community, integrated with a job announcement

system, funded by multiple official institutions and endorsed in Reviews of Particle Physics,

occasional authors might not use it.

We therefore complement InSpire hires by computing unbiased “pseudo-hires” defined as

follows. For each paper, we have a list of disambiguated affiliations of each author. We consider

3Gender can be reliably extracted from Chinese names only when they are written in Chinese characters:
this information is not always provided by InSpire.
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an author as pyr-hired when he/she starts writing papers with the same affiliation for at least p

years. Using this definition we obtain a database of about 40000/19000 5/10yr-first hires from

1960 to 2013/2008 (64000/23000 including multiple hires for the same author). However, in

this way we cannot obtain a precise hiring date for the sub-set of authors hired by the same

institution to which they were previously affiliated.

Thereby we will use InSpire hires when a precise hiring date is more important than

increased statistics, and pseudo-hires in the opposite situation, when a full coverage is more

important than a precise timing. In any case, the other sample will be used as a control sample.

2.3 Bibliometrics

We here motivate the use of appropriate bibliometric indicators as a proxy for what is commonly

considered as scientific merit.

Various authors studied what citation counts do measure.

At theoretical level, two main models have been proposed. According to the normative

interpretation, scientists primarily cite to give credit. Then, a bibliometric index provides a

valid proxy of scientific merit, especially when highly correlated with scientific prizes or other

human evaluations of scientific merit. According to the social-constructivist interpretation

citations are instead primarily a social persuasion tool; the concept of scientific merit itself is

questioned: as reviewed in [Bornmann et al.(2008)] “scientific knowledge is socially constructed

through the manipulation of political and financial resources and the use of rhetorical devices”.

According to this point of view, citation counts could be correlated to prizes simply because

both reflect social status. Some prizes in physics require established scientific results, others

are awarded following rules that leave more space to sociological distortions.

Observational works supported the normative interpretation at high aggregation level [Born-

mann et al.(2008),Tahamtan et al.(2019)]; personal factors important at individual level average

out when considering many authors. Our data provides extra evidence in this direction: for

example authors of top-cited papers tend to be younger, rather than senior powerful scientists.

Citation counts are surely influenced by some confounding factors [Bornmann et al.(2008)]:

the citation intensity depends on time and field (our indicator will compensate for this), on

language (essentially all physics literature is in English), on accessibility (physics literature is

freely available on the pre-print bulletin arXiv since 1995), on collaboration size.

Collaboration size is a big issue in fundamental physics, due to the presence of very large (up

to 3000 authors) and very productive (up to 6000 papers) collaborations, mostly in high-energy

experimental physics. Because of this main reason traditional metrics (such as citation counts, h

index, paper counts) now fail to provide reasonable proxies for scientific merit in fundamental

physics [Strumia et al.(2018)]. Signing more papers that what one can read stretches the

concept of authorship [Birnholtz et al.(2006)]. At quantitative level, the problem is that the

contribution of one big collaboration overwhelms the data-base (1.3 million of papers), if 6000

papers are counted as 3000× 6000 = 1.8 million.

This situation can be corrected by “fractional counting” [Hooydonk (1997),Perianes-Rodiguez

et al.(2016),Leydesdorff et al.(2016)]: a fraction 1/Naut of each paper (rather than the full paper)
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is equally attributed to its Naut authors, as appropriate for an intensive quantity. All authors,

including first and last authors, are treated on equal footing because authors are usually sorted

alphabetically in fundamental physics, unlike what happens in other fields.4 Thereby there is

no way of telling who contributed what to multi-authored papers. When huge collaborations

are involved there is no warranty that each author contributed to each paper. Despite this,

data show that the total fractionally-counted bibliometric output of collaborations scales, on

average, as their number of authors [Rossi et al.(2019)], suggesting that large collaborations

form when is scientifically needed and that gift authorship does not play a large role.

Fractional counting of citations already provides one simple acceptable indicator. We im-

prove on it by using the closely related number of “individual citations”

Nicit = Ncit/NautNref (1)

(summed over all citing papers, as precisely defined in [Strumia et al.(2018)]) that gives reduced

weight to citations coming from papers with a larger number Nref of references. This refine-

ment addresses the issue of normalization between different fields and times [Zitt et al.(2008)]

(see [Waltman (2016)] for a review and extra references): papers in sectors with a higher rate

of publications (such as phenomenology in fundamental physics) tend to receive more citations;

for the same reason these papers also tend to have more references. Thereby, dividing by the

number of references tends to give a common normalization to different fields, without needing

a field classification system. Indeed, the average number of individual citations received by

papers in any field disconnected from other fields is 1. As a test that this concept works in

practice in the InSpire database, we computed the average number of citations, of references

and of individual citations of papers within the main theoretical fields defined by arXiv (hep-th,

hep-ph, gr-qc, nucl-th, astro-ph, hep-lat5), finding that the dispersion in Nicit among different

fields is reduced down to 8%, more than twice smaller than the dispersion in Ncit or Nref .

Similar results are found considering different times: the field grew with time, such that newer

papers receive more citations and have more references, roughly in proportional amounts.

Individual citations have the following meaning: an author who wrote Nicit fractionally-

counted papers of average impact in his/her field received Nicit individual citations. Table 7

of [Strumia et al.(2018)] lists the 50 physicists who received most individual citations together

with their scientific prizes. Physicists can read their names and consider if Nicit is dominantly

influenced by scientific achievements or by social constructivism. For practical purposes, an

indicator provides an acceptable proxy of scientific merit if scientific merit positively affects the

index more than confounding variables. A full or large correlation with scientific merit improves

the sensitivity of the analysis, but some effects can be large enough that a fine sensitivity is

not needed to reveal them.

The use of bibliometric indices based on citation counts as a proxy for scientific merit comes

4The first author is not alphabetically sorted in 6% of the multi-authored papers in the hep-th arXiv bulletin,
13% in hep-ph and hep-ex, 18% in hep-lat, 25% in gr-qc, 44% in astro-ph. In more papers the author highlighted
as first might accidentally be also alphabetically first.

5Experimental papers form a separate category, as they tend to have many co-authors and to receive more
citations.
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with limitations and dangers. Some citations are given for negative reasons. On short time-

scales citations are more influenced by visibility, and some authors engage in boosting their

citation counts in various ways: large collaborations, many references, self-references, citation

networks, salami slicing into minimum publishable units... Individual citations are not boosted

by the first two strategies. As we are concerned with gender differences, it is reassuring that

section 3.5 will find no extra significant gender differences in self-referencing.

Since “when a measure becomes a target, it ceases to be a good measure”, in the supplemen-

tary section S1 we consider a metric based on citations more different from common targets,

which is not enhanced by the latter three strategies. The ‘CitationCoin’ C// is defined as the

difference between the number of received and given individual citations (up to a correction fac-

tor that prevents systematically negative contributions from recent papers), such that it is not

affected by self-citations not by networks of circular citations [Strumia et al.(2018)]. Authors

that write too many poorly cited papers can even have a negative C// score.

Bibliometric indicators measure the average opinion of the community: while all opinions

can be wrong, a better possibility could be relying on the opinion of top-authors. This is done by

metrics based on the PageRank algorithm (such as those discussed in [Pinski et al.(1976),Chen

et al.(2007),Ma et al.(2008),Radicchi et al.(2009),West et al.(2014),Strumia et al.(2018)]). This

is studied in the supplementary section S1, where for completeness we also consider the widely

used but naive bibliometric indicators based on paper counting and on the average number of

citations per paper.

In practice, the differences in bibliometric indices among authors are so large that log-scale

plots will be appropriate and refined metrics only make minor differences. We use individual

citationsNicit because this metric is simpler and closer to the commonly used number of citations

Ncit, while allowing to meaningfully deal with experimentalists, theorists and astrophysicists,

by compensating for the vastly different typical number of co-authors Naut of papers produced

by these communities.

2.4 The age confounder

The fraction of female authors in fundamental physics significantly increased with time, produc-

ing demographic gender differences (female authors are on average younger than male author)

that act as a confounding factor to our later analyses. Apparent gender differences can just

be age differences. Career-integrated indices tend to favour senior authors, and indices based

on single papers tend to favour younger authors. Since age is a significant confounder, we

will compensate for the different time evolution N start
F,M (t) (number of F and M authors that

produced their first paper during year t) by assigning to each author A a weight proportional

to
N start
F (tA) +N start

M (tA)

2N start
G (tA)

(2)

where tA is the date of his/her first paper and G is his/her gender. This is equivalent to selecting

every year a random sub-set of new authors (respecting the time evolution of the total number
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Figure 1: Left: percentage female contribution to the number of new authors, of authors that

wrote at least a paper during the year, to the number of fractionally-counted papers, and to

the number of received individual citations, considering the papers written each year. Citations

are counted based on the year of the cited publication. Right: the percentage of F authors

in fundamental theory is not positively correlated with the Global Gender Gap Index of the

country [World Economic Forum].

of authors) such that M and F authors are numerically equal, and averaging over the possible

choices.

3 Results

Among the 71104 authors in fundamental physics listed in the InSpire data-base we identified

49860 male and 9205 female authors. 16% of authors with identified gender are classified

as female, and wrote 10% of the fractionally-counted papers receiving 7% of the individual

citations. These raw numbers, meant only to give a first rough idea of the field, are affected by

a variety of historical accidents.

As documented in [Strumia et al.(2018)] the field significantly expanded: due to increased

publication intensity about half of citations have been given after 2000, so that metrics based

on citations favour recent authors (our metric Nicit automatically compensates for publication

intensity). Furthermore, the F percentage grew with time as shown by the raw data in the left

panel of fig. 1.

The right panel shows that, within the countries that most contributed to fundamental

physics, the female fractions range between 7% and 23%. It is interesting to explore if the

female fraction is correlated with the Global Gender Gap Index (GGGI) of the countries [World
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Figure 2: As in fig. 1, showing after 1995 the result within the main arXiv categories, plotted

as colored curves: experimental categories include hep-ex (high-energy experiments) and nucl-

ex (nuclear experiments). Theoretical categories include hep-ph (high-energy phenomenology),

hep-th (high-energy theory), hep-lat (lattice), nucl-th (nuclear theory); gr-qc (general relativity

and quantum cosmology) is mostly theoretical, although it includes some experiments. Finally

astro-ph contains astrophysics and cosmology.

Economic Forum] which measures the gap between women and men in education, politics,

health, economy, as this is a possible cause of the low female representation. The GGGI

ranges between 0 and 1, with 1 indicating parity or a gap in favour of women (as the GGGI

ignores imbalances to the advantage of women). The right panel of fig. 1 shows that the female

fraction is not positively correlated with the GGGI, as similarly observed among students in

STEM [Stoet et al.(2018)].

Fig. 2 shows that the female percentage is a factor of 2 higher in sub-fields dominated by

large experimental collaborations than in theoretical fields.

Clearly, the field and its gender composition evolved in the past 50 years. While describing

such changes from a bibliometric point of view is an interesting subject, we try focusing on

general features which emerge from the complicated background of social factors. This will need

taking into account possible confounding variables, by studying sub-periods and sup-topics or

by trying to compensate for the above variations.

3.1 Citations

We want to investigate if citations are influenced by the gender of the cited authors, searching

for a possible different tendency of the two genders to cite more often a given gender.

In principle, complete information could be extracted by comparing ‘how citations are’ with

‘how citations would be’ in the absence of gender discrimination. In practice this strategy needs

a theoretical model of citations, but such models are affected by questionable systematic issues.

One can try controlling for main factors (such as different numbers ofM and F authors, different

average seniorities, regional differences, etc), but reality can contain more complicated effects
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Figure 3: Time evolution of the gender asymmetry defined in eq. (3); A > 0 (A < 0) signals

same-gender (opposite-gender) preference. Left: As function of the publication year of the

cited single-author papers. Right: As function of the publication year of the citing single-

author papers. After 1995 we also show the asymmetry in different sectors of fundamental

physics, based on their arXiv categories: theory (hep-ph, hep-th, hep-lat, nucl-th, and gr-qc),

experiment (hep-ex and nucl-ex) and astrophysics (astro-ph). The bin 2018-20 only uses data

available up to mid 2018.

such as different scientific qualities. For example, [Caplar et al.(2017)] claim (consistently with

our later findings) that papers in astronomy written by F authors are less cited than papers

written by M authors, even after trying to correct for some social factors. After considering

attributing the remaining difference to gender bias, [Caplar et al.(2017)] conclude “of course

we cannot claim that we have actually measured gender bias”.

We will follow a different strategy, which is often more useful in the presence of backgrounds

that cannot be reliably modelled: we construct an asymmetry such that it is not affected by

the backgrounds. The extracted information encoded in the asymmetry is reliable but partial,

as we give up on the attempt of modelling the full citation process.

To start, we restrict our inquiry to the sub-sample of single-author papers with identified

gender G, as these would likely be more strongly affected by a possible gender bias. We count

N cit
G→G′ , the number of single-author papers with gender G citing single-author papers with

gender G′. We compute the proportions fG→G′ = N cit
G→G′/N cit

G→ dividing by the total numbers

N cit
G→ =

∑
G′ N cit

G→G′ , so 0 ≤ fG→G′ ≤ 1. From this we define the gender asymmetry as

A = fM→M − fF→M = fF→F − fM→F =
1

N cit
M→N

cit
F→

det

(
N cit
M→M N cit

M→F
N cit
F→M N cit

F→F

)
. (3)

The first formula means that A is the proportion at which solo males cite solo male research

more than solo females cite solo male research. The second formula means that A also is the

proportion at which solo females cite solo female research more than solo males cite solo female

research. So the gender asymmetry ranges between −1 ≤ A ≤ 1. The final formula shows

11



category hep-ex hep-ph hep-th hep-lat nucl-ex nucl-th gr-qc astro-ph

counts 2755 14627 15370 1762 1673 1258 6706 6733

A in % −1.0±1.7 0.5±0.6 0.0±0.7 −0.3±2.2 6.0±2.4 0.7±2.2 0.5±1.2 0.5±1.1

Table 1: Gender asymmetry A defined in eq. (3) computed restricting to single-author papers

after 2010, in the arXiv categories defined in the caption of figure 3. The counts are the

number of single-author papers in a given arXiv category cited by any single-author papers, not

necessarily in the same category.

category hep-ex hep-ph hep-th hep-lat nucl-ex nucl-th gr-qc astro-ph

counts/1000 115 421 270 42 22 44 90 285

A in % 0.0 0.3 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.5 −0.1 0.4

Table 2: As in table 1, considering all papers after 2010.

that A is symmetric under M ↔ F permutations, with a property that makes it useful: A

vanishes whenever citations are given without considering gender. A > 0 (A < 0) signals

same-gender (opposite-gender) preference, althought more complicated patterns are possible:

only one gender might have a particular preference for citing a given gender, or both might

have a preference for opposite genders, or both might have a preference for the same gender, in

different amounts. On the other hand, A is insensitive to a difference in the total number and

in the average scientific quality of M and F authors (as quantified by the chosen indicator), as

well as to a possible collective equal bias of both genders towards one gender, which corresponds

to multiplying one column of the matrix above by a fixed constant.6

To better understand what the asymmetry measures, it is useful to compute its predicted

value in a toy model of citations where Naut
G authors of gender G cite with gender-dependent

rates pG→G′ (for simplicity we ignore that some authors are more active than others, so that an

effective number would be directly relevant). In this model N cit
G→G′ ∝ Naut

G Naut
G′ pG→G′ and the

asymmetry equals

A ' Naut
M Naut

F

(Naut
M +Naut

F )2
det

(
pM→M pM→F
pF→M pF→F

)
(4)

in the limit where all pG→G′ are close to a common value (otherwise a slightly more cumbersome

expression applies).

We extract A from data removing self-citations, which introduce a background of same-

gender preference not due to an actual gender preference. This removal is done exactly, as we

have a list of all references where all authors are identified with a unique code. The removal of

self-citations reduces same-gender citations, introducing a small gender discrimination of order

6The sub-sample of “ambiguous” authors (whose name is associated to different genders in different countries)
does not show anomalous features that would support the hypothesis of a collective gender bias.
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1/Naut
G in the asymmetry: when considering many authors this bias is negligibly smaller than

the statistical uncertainty of A, which scales as 1/
√
Naut
G .7 Fig. 3 shows the time evolution of the

gender asymmetry, found to be compatible with zero at all times.8 Restricting to papers after

2010 we find the result shown in table 1.9 The uncertainty is shown as one standard deviation

after the ± symbol. A hint of an asymmetry, Aother = (4.8 ± 1.2)%, is observed among other

about 104 papers (mostly unpublished) not included in the 8 major arXiv categories relevant

for fundamental physics. As a result, combining all single-author papers citing single-author

papers, gives an asymmetry Apublished = (1.0 ± 0.5)% when restricting to published papers, or

Aall = (1.9± 0.4)% when including all papers.

The definition of the gender asymmetry could be extended to multi-authored papers knowing

how a hypothetical gender bias would depend on the relative amount of F and M authors. One

simple possibility is just generalizing the definition of N cit
G→G′ into

∑
citations fGf

′
G′ where fG (f ′G)

is the fraction of authors with gender G in each citing (cited) paper. We drop all self citations,

now defined as whenever the cited and citing paper have at least one author in common. With

the new N cit
G→G′ we find the result in table 2. Uncertainties (not shown) are there about 5 times

smaller than in the single-author sample, if propagation of errors is naively applied to fractional

counts.

Taking into account the definition of the asymmetry A and the relative number of F and M

authors in our data, we conclude that A is so close to zero that a non-zero gender asymmetry

in citations within its measured range would not significantly distort the bibliometric indices

based on citations discussed in the following.

3.2 Hiring

The lack of a gender asymmetry in citations means that there is no fracture along gender lines

in the community about which research in fundamental physics is more relevant/used/visible.

In section 2.3 we showed that appropriate bibliometric indices based on citations are useful

proxies for scientific merit. We here use such indices to search for a possible gender difference

in hiring. For each hired or pseudo-hired author we compute his/her bibliometric indices at the

hiring moment, defined as in section 2.2. From this we extract the mean bibliometric indices

of hired F and M authors.

The left (right) panel of fig. 4 shows the mean number of fractionally-counted papers (of

individual citations Nicit) of authors at their hiring date as reported by InSpire. For the sake

of clarity we use traditional color codes: blue (pink) for male (female) authors.

We see that hired F authors do not have, on average, bibliometric indicators above those

7More precisely, the uncertainty on A equals [N cit
F→FN

cit
F→M/N

cit3
F→+N cit

M→FN
cit
M→M/N

cit3
M→]1/2 using the usual

propagation of statistical fluctuations on each counts,
√
N cit

G→G′ .
8An analysis performed along the same lines but replacing genders with countries shows an order one pref-

erence for citing authors of the same country, especially in some countries. This can be a manifestation of the
stronger contacts between nearby authors.

9Our results have been reproduced by [Hossenfelder et al.(2018)], who also try to go beyond the asymmetry
by assuming a model similar to our eq. (4) (but with Naut

G replaced by Npap
G ). As such models introduce

questionable systematic uncertainties, we restrict our attention to the model-independent gender asymmetry.
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Figure 4: The left (right) panel shows the mean number of fractionally-counted papers Nipap

(of individual citations Nicit ) of authors in fundamental physics at the moment of their first

hiring, as function of the hiring year. Data are shown separately for male (blue) and female

(pink) authors, and compensated for gender history as described in eq. (2).

of hired M authors. Rather, a tendency in the opposite direction seems present at all times,

across the main sub-fields10 and most countries (statistical uncertainties become significant

when restricting to some countries with not enough authors). This result persists after taking

into account the possible confounding variables considered in the supplementary section S1.1.

We next provide extra information.

Fig. 5 shows the cumulative distribution of hired physicists as function of their scientific

age at hiring. It exhibits no significant gender difference. A gender difference could have been

produced in various ways: 1) Some hiring committees might take into account career gaps due

to maternity (about which no information is available): this would tend to increase the average

scientific age of female hired scientists. 2) A gender discrimination in hiring would tend to

reduce the average scientific age at hiring of scientists with the favoured gender. 3) A gender

difference in abandonment rates would tend to reduce the average scientific age at hiring of

scientists with the higher abandonment rate.11

10Experimentalists who work in large collaborations tend to have similar bibliometric indicators. The average
Nicit at hiring can be lower for F authors if they are hired younger than M authors.

11The temporal distribution of 245 hires of astronomers in the US after 2010 was studied in [Flaherty (2018)]
finding that F authors are hired on average 1.1± 0.6 years earlier than M authors (considering the time after
receiving the PhD; astronomers are hired on average 5 years later). We find a difference of 0.95 ± 0.5 yr
restricting to astro/cosmo authors (considering the time after the first paper; authors are hired on average 9
years later). According to [Flaherty (2018)] the hiring time distribution is better fitted assuming a 3-4 times
higher F abandonment rate, rather than assuming a 10:1 bias in favour of F astronomers. However this claim
is only based on a very simplified model of hiring that neglects important effects (some authors are better than
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Figure 5: Among all authors first hired after 2000, we show the cumulative fraction of hired

authors as function of their scientific age, for male (blue) and female (pink) authors in exper-

iment (left), theory (middle), astro/cosmo (right). We use InSpire hires and compensate for

gender history as described in eq. (2).
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Figure 6: Fraction of authors hired up to now as function of the date of the first paper. Only

the statistical uncertainty is shown; see the text for warnings.
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Figure 7: Fraction of active authors that each year leave research, as function of their scientific

age. We considered leavings during 2000-2015, counting as left those authors who no longer

wrote a paper up to now (2018) and we compensate for gender history as described in eq. (2).

See the text for warnings.
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A warning is necessary about the two next plots, which extend the analysis to authors

who have not been hired. Our analysis is restricted to InSpire authors listed in HepNames

(described in section 2.2), that misses many authors who leave the field after writing a few

papers. This generates an extra systematic issue, which presumably tends to be gender-neutral,

such that gender ratios presumably are more reliable than absolute rates. Indeed information

for M and F authors presumably is similarly incomplete, as InSpire does not collect data

about gender, especially of unknown authors.

Fig. 6 shows the fraction of hired authors among those who started writing papers in given

time periods. We do not see significant gender differences. We used 10-yr hiring because

coverage is here more important than timing. Thereby the plot stops 10 yr ago, and absolute

numbers would be different using incomplete InSpire hiring. Furthermore, as warned above,

extra un-hired authors not in InSpire would lower the hired fraction.

Fig. 7 shows the abandonment rate per year as function of scientific age. We considered

leavings during 2000-2015, counting as left those authors who no longer wrote a paper up to

now (2018). Elder authors started when the M fraction was higher and the abandonment rate

was lower (as hinted by fig. 6): this confounder generates an apparently lower abandonment

rate among M authors. We thereby compensate for gender history as described in eq. (2). We

find that the abandonment rate is maximal among elder authors that retire, minimal among

senior authors, and intermediate among junior authors (as warned above, we under-estimate the

abandonment rate of very young authors that leave the field after writing just a few papers).

Abandonment rates show no significant gender difference, in agreement with the null result

by [Perley (2019)] and in disagreement with [Flaherty (2018)] (these authors only considered

astrophysics).

In conclusion, the gender gap in representation at the entrance level of research is negli-

gibly affected by ‘leaky pipeline’ effects consistently with [Ceci et al.(2014)] that finds large

gender differences at PhD level in STEM, and mild differences in the subsequent progress; see

also [Miller et al.(2015),Allen-Hermanson (2017)].

3.3 Productivity

In this section we study scientific productivity as quantified through bibliometric indices. Of

course, such indices say nothing about other activities of researchers that do not result in

publications, such as teaching, mentoring and outreach. Figures 1, 2, 8, 11 show a possible

gender gap in the fractionally-counted number of papers: male authors write, on average, a few

10% more papers. The gap is consistent with earlier findings in the literature (see e.g. table 2

of [Ceci et al.(2014)] and [Abramo et al.(2009)], [Abramo et al.(2015)]). A slightly larger gap

is found in the number of received individual citations.

others; quotas would not be overfilled, etc). We do not attempt modelling hiring, as we do not see how models
can be made realistic. Rather, we have extra data about papers and citations which support neither a 10:1 bias
(see fig. 4) nor a 4:1 difference in abandonment rates (see fig. 7). Results by [Flaherty (2018)] have been “firmly
ruled out” by [Perley (2019)], who ruled out gender differences larger than 40% in hiring and abandonment
rates.
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Figure 8: Mean number of fractionally-counted papers (left) and of individual citations (right)

as function of scientific age (time after the first paper) of scientifically active authors now.

Is such gap due to the different average scientific age of M and F authors? In order to

check this possibility, the left panel of fig. 8 shows the mean number of fractionally-counted

papers written by M and F authors as function of their scientific age (time since their earliest

paper). The gap persists. The right panel of fig. 8 similarly shows the mean number of

received individual citations. In both cases we see that junior M and F authors have similar

productivity, and that a gap develops with their scientific age. A higher scientific age means

going backwards in time, to authors that started earlier when the field was different and when

the F percentage was smaller.

The averages in fig. 8 are shown separately for hired and not-hired authors, using 10yr-hires

in order to have a more complete coverage. We see that hiring is not the reason of the gap.

Furthermore, in fig. 8 we only considered scientifically active authors (those who wrote

at least one paper after 2013), such that these results would not be affected by a gap in

abandonment rates

Figure 8 does not compensate for possible career gaps, as such gaps do not exhibit sig-

nificant gender differences. This is shown in fig. 9, where for each author we computed the

longest time gap between consecutive papers, using arXiv dates to have precise information

about publication dates. The distribution of longest gaps among M and F authors shown in

fig. 9 does not exhibit significant gender differences. A similar null result is found restricting to

hired authors. Stopping writing papers might however be the extremum of a tendency towards

reduced productivity (possibly due to maternity issues). We thereby searched for consecutive

years of reduced publication intensity: some authors are more regular, other experience periods
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Figure 9: Fraction of authors active between 2000 and now (divided by their main topic) as

function of the longest time break among their papers. We compensate for gender history as

described in eq. (2).
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Figure 10: For each author we compute the minimal number of papers he/she produced in

a consecutive 3 year period. We divide this number by the author average publication rate,

obtaining a number 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 normalised such that r = 1 indicates an author who published

in a regular way, while r = 0 indicates an author with a 3 year period of null productivity. As

function of r we plot the fraction of authors active between 2000 and now, divided by their main

topic. We compensate for gender history as described in eq. (2).

of relatively lower productivity, but again the distributions show no significant gender differ-

ences, see fig. 10. No significant gender differences are found looking at periods of relatively

higher productivity.

A gender difference in abandonment rates or career gaps or periods of lower productivity

would reduce the cumulative number of papers and of received citations of authors at career

level. It is thereby interesting to test if a gap persists in non-cumulative productivity indices

that avoid summing over author careers. We proceed as follows: each year we select the sub-

set of scientifically active authors that produced papers, and show in fig. 11 their average

productivity, separately for M and F authors. We find that active F authors produce on

average roughly 30% less papers than active M authors, and receive roughly half citations.12

12We adopted fractional counting. Using full counting, hyper-authored publications would lead to a recent
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Figure 11: Left: mean number of fractionally-counted papers produced each year by M and

F authors active that year. Right: mean number of received individual citations divided by

mean number of fractionally-counted papers. The shading reminds that citation counts are

incomplete for recent papers. The continuous curves show the result compensated for gender

history as described in eq. (2), and the negligibly different dashed curves show raw data.

Furthermore, fig. 12 (left panel) analyses the gap at the level of papers, finding a smaller

F percentage among authors of top-cited papers, even when restricting to single-author papers

(see also [West et al.(2013),Jagsi et al.(2006)]). The right panel of fig. 12 shows that F authors

tend to work in larger collaborations.

The supplementary section S1.2 discusses other possible confounding variables, without

finding anything that can remove the gender gap in productivity.

We then discuss some possible causes of such gap.

In various countries F authors have earlier retirement ages. But gender differences show up

before retirement in fig. 8. Furthermore many physicists tend to remain scientifically active after

retirement (although the productivity of most physicists tends to decline before retirement).

A possible reason for the gender gap observed in various fields is children and maternity,

see [Ceci et al.(2014)] for a recent summary of the literature, which is not univocal. Some studies

find no or small effect [Cole et al.(1987),Sax et al.(2002),Xie et al.(2003),Stack (2004)], other

studies find a negative impact (on women [Fox (1995),Ginther et al.(2009)], on men and women

equally [Hargens et al.(1978)]), other studies found a positive impact (on men [Ceci et al.(2014)],

possibly due to selection effects). Results vary depending on field (with physical sciences

sometimes being an outlier, possibly a fluctuation) and are mostly focused on the situation in

the U.S. and on the number of produced papers or worked hours. [Ceci et al.(2014)] conclude:

“the presence of children cannot explain the overall gender productivity gaps”. While maternity

boom, roughly equal for M and F authors, due to the appearance of collaborations with thousands of authors.
Alternatively, the productivity gap can be seen using full counting and restricting to theorists.
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Figure 12: Left: fractional contribution of all F authors as function of the number of individual

citations received by the paper. The F fraction of each paper is determined assuming that each

author contributed equally to collaboration papers and compensating for gender history. The

same result is also computed restricting to solo papers and to papers with less than 10 authors.

Right: fractional contribution of all F authors to papers with Naut authors.

would deserve a dedicated study, our InSpire data do not provide any personal information

so we can only proceed indirectly. As we already described, timing of publications does not

show gender differences in periods of null nor of reduced productivity. Fig. 8 indicates that

the productivity gap opens at an age roughly consistent with maternity (but also consistent

with the transition to scientific independence), and that it does not close at older ages. A

similar situation is found analyzing salaries of physicists in the U.S.: no gender gap just after

graduation; a 10% gap after 10-15 years according to [Porter et al.(2019)], who report large

differences in personal life choices, in particular that women are 4 times more likely to have a

career break.

Since maternity laws are different in different countries, an alternative possible strategy is

looking for national differences in the M/F gap, which seems stronger in Germany, UK, Italy;

weaker in USA, France, null in Japan. However single-country statistics is poor and many other

national differences can act as confounding factors.

3.4 Distribution of individual citations

In the previous section we found a productivity gap. We here characterise its statistical prop-

erties. Fig. 13 shows the distributions in the number of individual citations Nicit received by

female and male authors in fundamental physics, considering the whole InSpire data-base.

The bell-shaped distributions spread through a few orders of magnitude in Nicit. The dotted
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Figure 13: The bells show the probability distributions of authors in fundamental physics as

function of their number of individual citations, separately for Male (blue) and Female (pink)

authors and plotted with a common normalization (right axis). The numbers in the figure show

the logarithmic average and standard deviation; and the dots below the bells in the right panel

show individual authors separately for M and F authors; the dotted curves show how well a

log-normal approximates the upper side of the bells. The black smoothened curve (left axis)

shows the ratio NF/NM between the absolute numbers of female and male authors who received

the amount Nicit of individual citations indicated on the horizontal axis. Error bars on data

points are one standard deviation statistical uncertainties. Left: data after compensating for

the higher average age of male authors, as described in eq. (2). Right: raw data, biased by the

different age distribution.

curves show that each bell is well approximated, at least in its upper side, by a log-normal

as function of Nicit (namely, by a Gaussian as function of logNicit, the variable used on the

horizontal axis of fig. 13; log is the logarithm base 10). A log-normal, already observed in

bibliometrics [Thelwall et al.(2014)], arises when many positive independent random variables

contribute multiplicatively.13

The difference between the F and M distributions in fig. 13 is statistically significant. This

13The following observations suggest that the dominant random variables are unlikely to be of social type
(e.g. the possibility that some authors get more visibility and funds that boost their citation counts [Ruocco
et al.(2017)]): we find that the number of citations received by authors in physics tends to grow linearly or
quadratically rather than exponentially with their scientific age. Furthermore, looking at single papers, rather
than at author careers, a significant excess of young authors (scientific age below approximatively 15 years) is
observed among authors of top-cited papers.
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Figure 14: As in fig. 13, adopting a measure that, on average, does not depend on the scientific

age of authors. The M distribution still has a longer upper tail.

is better shown by the black curve in fig. 13, that shows the ratio NF/NM of female versus male

authors (left axis) as function of the number of received individual citations (horizontal axis).14

The NF/NM gender ratio is not constant: the M fraction progressively grows when going from

average to top authors in terms of individual citations.

We again need to study whether such difference can be a byproduct of confounding fac-

tors that affect our composite sample of data. This issue is discussed in the supplementary

section S1.3: we don’t find any confounder that washes away the trend. As discussed in sec-

tion 2.4 we compensate for one significant confounder: male authors are presently on average

more senior than female authors. This is here relevant because senior authors had more time

to receive citations (and because younger authors contribute more to top-cited papers). This

confounder does not remove the gender difference in Nicit, given that it is observed within sub-

samples of authors with same scientific age (see supplementary fig. S11). Correcting for the

age confounder is however needed to precisely quantify the difference. We proceed as described

in eq. (2). The left panel of fig. 13 shows age-corrected results, while the right panel shows

raw data. Both averages and variances differ in raw distributions. The difference in variances

persists among the upper sides of the age-corrected distributions, while no significant gender

differences are seen in the lower sides of age-corrected distributions, more affected by social

phenomena (lower sides would be mostly removed restricting to hired authors).

We can account for different ages using a complementary strategy: we consider a new

bibliometric index Nicit/∆t
p
A that approximatively compensates for the scientific age ∆tA =

tnow − tA of each author. In order to achieve the compensation we choose p ≈ 1.8 since Nicit

averaged over authors approximatively scales as ∆t1.8A within all main sub-fields. The result

of such correction is shown in the left panel of fig. 14: both M and F distributions become

narrower, having removed one source of their variability. We again find a higher male variance

among the upper sides. The right panel of fig. 14 shows that applying both age corrections has

negligible extra effect. The difference in variances in the upper side is seen in any case.

14In precise mathematical notation this is dNF /dNM , and the bells are N−1G dNG/d logNcit.
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The M fraction is largest among top authors, as clear from the dots below the bells in

the right panel of fig. 13, which show the individual authors. It is useful to focus on the

sub-set of top authors. A physicist might read their names and conclude that no sociological

confounder can wash away most of them. It is thereby interesting to show that the gender

difference is statistically significant even restricting to top authors. This is done by considering

the hypothesis of no gender difference: while being sociologically implausible it has precisely

computable consequences, that can be compared to data about top authors. Starting from raw

data, the F author with most individual citations is in position F1 = 69. Under the hypothesis of

no gender difference one can mathematically compute that the probability of observing F1 ≥ 69

is ℘1 = mF1−1 ≈ 3 10−6, where m = 1 − f ≈ 0.83 is the male fraction of the large sample (or

m ≈ 0.87 restricting to theorists). Under the same assumption, the k-th F author should be

on average position 〈Fk〉 = k/f , with probability distribution fkmFk−k
(
Fk−1
k−1

)
[Knapp (2010)].

The observed positions are F2 = 147 (the probability of being in this or lower position is ℘2 ≈
3 10−11), F3 = 191 (℘3 ≈ 2 10−13), etc., roughly fitted by Fk ≈ 69k. Such low probabilities mean

that gender differences are needed to account for data about top authors. Of course, we already

know that the time evolution of f = NF/(NM +NF ) is a significant confounder. We again find

that such confounder is not enough to remove the difference, since the female fraction f is larger

than 1/69 at all relevant times. More precisely, performing the age correction as in eq. (2),

the k-th top female authors shift to Fk = {36, 82, 114, 126, . . .} ∼ 33k position. Considering

the age-corrected metric Nicit/∆t
1.8
A the positions are Fk = {20, 57, 109, 180, . . .} ∼ 38k. After

correcting for the age confounder ℘-values remain small because the female fraction ∼ 1/33

or ∼ 1/38 found among top authors remains smaller than the fraction f of female authors

in the full sample. An excess of male top-authors is found even after correcting for the age

confounder.15

The fact that gender differences are maximal among those top authors who receive up to

3000 more individual citations than average authors indicates that differences do not dominantly

result from sociological factors that could give factors of 2 differences at individual level (such

as harder working vs career gaps, more research vs more teaching, specialisation on physics vs

wider interests...).

As the variation of NF/NM survives to confounding variables, we try to better understand

this effect by investigating its quantitative shape.

A look at fig. 13 or 14 suggests that the M bell has a longer tail of top-authors (raw

data show also a difference in averages, mostly due to confounders, that makes the difference

in variances less easily visible). The supplementary section S2 shows that the difference in

upper variances is statistically significant. We here provide a simpler, more intuitive, argument

through analytical approximations based on the observation that the distributions of individual

15A varying gender fraction that culminates in a small group of extremely productive, mostly male, ‘star
authors’ has been observed in [Bordons et al.(2003),Abramo et al.(2009)b,Abramo et al.(2015)] (see also [Kwiek
(2016)]). [Ioannidis et al.(2019)] used Scopus data about 6.9 million scientists in all disciplines to compute a
‘composite’ bibliometric indicator, producing a list of top authors. When restricted to fundamental physics,
their list (despite minor problematic aspects) is significantly correlated to our list. In their all-fields list the
female authors are found in positions Fk = {133, 146, 160, . . .}. While this naively seems to extend our findings,
we cannot correct their list for the age confounder nor for other confounders.
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citations received by M and F authors separately are approximatively log-normal (Gaussian as

function of ` = lnNicit) in their upper side. Log-normal distributions with a common standard

deviation σ and different averages µM 6= µF for M and F authors would produce a NF/NM of

the form

NF

NM

∝ e−(`−µF )2/2σ2

e−(`−µM )2/2σ2 = exp

[
− Rσ

2

(
`− µM + µF

2

)]
, Rσ = 2

µM − µF
σ2

. (5)

Different standard deviations σM 6= σF would produce

NF

NM

∝ e−(`−µ)
2/2σ2

F

e−(`−µ)
2/2σ2

M

= exp

[
− Rσ

2
(`− µ)2

]
, Rσ =

1

σ2
F

− 1

σ2
M

. (6)

Thereby a dominant difference in averages (standard deviations) would produce a line (a

parabola) when NF/NM is plotted as function of Nicit in log-log scale. Such plot is shown

in fig. 15, again performing the usual corrections for the age confounder. The important point

is that, in all cases, NF/NM exhibits a parabolic shape along the upper sides of the bells,

where the log-normal approximation is accurate enough.16 In conclusion, data exhibit a gender

difference in upper variances.

Is this statistically strong preference an artefact of the complexity of the full data-sample?

To answer, we repeat the analysis within the independent sub-samples of supplementary fig. S11:

plotted in log-log scale they independently tend to show a parabolic (rather than linear) trend

in NF/NM . The dotted curves in fig. S11 show how well each sub-sample can be fitted in terms

of Rσ ≈ 2 and p ≈ 2. Furthermore, the probabilities ℘i that test the hypothesis of no gender

difference restricting to top-authors are small within the sub-samples of fig. S11 (where the top

authors are plotted as points), consistently with [Bordons et al.(2003),Abramo et al.(2009)b].

A similar difference in upper variances is also found looking at different bibliometric indi-

cators, see the supplementary section S1.3.

3.5 Self-references

Gender differences in self-references are an interesting topic on its own, as as well as a possible

confounding factor to previous analyses. We verified that our previous results persist dropping

self-references, and we next justify why there is no need of dropping self-references.

Bibliometric studies found that men cite their own papers more than women: [Cameron et

al.(2016)] focused on six ecology journals; [Ghiasi et al.(2006)] on the Web of Science database;

[King et al.(2017)] on the JSTOR database; [Hossenfelder et al.(2018)] on single-authored papers

in arXiv. In agreement with such studies, restricting to solo papers, we find a ∼ 20−30% higher

fraction of self-references among the papers written by M authors (7.3% versus 5.9%).

However, [King et al.(2017)] mention the possibility that this gender difference in self-

references is just a reflection of the fact that male authors tend to write more solo papers, and

16Adding higher-order terms in the exponent would not change the above conclusion, because fits to the
observed distributions find small higher-order terms.
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Figure 15: In the left panel the points with Gaussian 1σ statistical errors are data about the

NF/NM female/male ratio as function of the number of individual citations received. Points

with NM > NF = 0 are shown as down arrows. The blue points are raw data, the red points

are corrected compensating for the different time evolution of the overall number of M and F

authors. In the right panel we consider a different bibliometric index which approximatively

compensates also for the scientific age of each author. Data are not well fitted by a linear

function in log-log scale (which corresponds to p = 1 in the supplementary eq. (S2)) and can be

fitted by a quadratic function (which corresponds to p = 2). This can be interpreted as different

male and female variances, as in eq. (6), rather than as different averages, as in eq. (5).

thereby have more scientific reasons for self-references. [King et al.(2017)] could not check if this

is a significant confounding factor because authors are not disambiguated in their data-base.

As we have disambiguated authors, we perform this check finding that this confounding factor

removes the gender difference in self-references: a similar fraction of self-references is found

comparing male and female authors who wrote the same number of papers Npap. In other

terms, the fraction of self-references can be a misleading indicator because the average number

of self-references grows with the number of solo papers following a scale law N self
cit ∝ Np

pap with

power p > 1. Our data suggest p ≈ 1.3.

Since solo papers are a relatively small sub-sample that might be not representative of the

full data-base, we extend the analysis to multi-authored papers. In order to do so, we need

to distinguish self-references from self-citations. We count a citation as self-citation whenever

the citing paper has at least one author in common with the cited paper. We count it as a

self-reference only for those authors who wrote both the cited and the citing paper. We clarify

with an example. One paper by authors A and B cites a paper by authors B and C: B gives

a self-reference; both B and C receive a self-citation (B directly and C indirectly).
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Figure 16: Left: distribution of authors as function of their self-reference rate. Right:

distribution of authors as function of their self-citation rate. Bottom row: mean fraction of

given self-references (left) and of received self-citations (right) among M (blue) and F (pink)

authors with the number of fractionally-counted number of papers indicated on the horizontal

axis.

As usual, we adopt fractional counting. For each author we compute the total number of

received individual citations Nicit, of received individual self-citations N received
icit , of given indi-

vidual self-references Ngiven
icit , and of fractionally-counted papers Npap (equal to the number of

given individual references).

We consider the mean fraction of given individual self-references Ngiven
icit /Nicit (left panels of

fig. 16) and the mean fraction of received individual self-citations N received
icit /Nicit (right panels

of fig. 16). The upper row shows some gender difference: male authors tend to give themselves

a higher fraction of self-references (13.2% instead than 12.0%); female authors tend to receive

a higher fraction of indirect self-citations (23.5% instead then 19.8%). Such differences again

disappear in the lower row of fig. 16, where the self fractions are computed as function of the

number Npap of fractionally-counted papers written by each author. Similarly to what found in

the solo sample, male authors tend to cite more themselves and their collaborators just because

male authors tend to have more past papers. Similar results are found restricting within the
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main sub-fields.

4 Conclusions

We performed a bibliometric analysis of gender issues in fundamental physics world-wide from

∼ 1970 to now. Bibliometrics gives quantitative data on activities of researchers that result

in publications and tells nothing about other possible activities such as teaching, mentoring,

outreach, etc. Nevertheless, research is an interesting area where individual talent can be

expressed, as confirmed by the large differences between authors found in data. Concerning

gender we find the following results:

1. First, we see the well-known initial gender difference in representation: there are roughly

4 males for each female among new authors that appear at PhD-level. The initial female

fraction is not positively correlated with the Global Gender Gap Index of the countries,17

and negligibly evolves in the subsequent career stages (fig. 7).

2. When citing works by others, authors exhibit no or small gender difference: male and fe-

male authors have the same average opinion about which research in fundamental physics

deserves to be cited (fig. 3).18 Furthermore, M and F authors give to their own papers

a similar fraction of self-references (fig. 16), taking into account that M authors tend to

write more papers, especially solo papers (fig. 12).

3. Female authors do not have, at hiring moments, higher average bibliometric indicators

based on individual citations or fractionally-counted paper than male authors (fig. 4

and 5).

4. Among authors identified by InSpire HepNames profiles (that misses authors who write

very few papers) we do not find a gender difference in hired percentages (fig. 6) nor in

abandonment rates (fig. 7), nor in longest breaks among papers (fig. 9), nor in periods of

reduced activity relatively to their average (fig. 10).

17An anti-correlation known as “gender equity paradox” [Stoet et al.(2018)] has been observed among students,
which are less mobile than researchers.

18Some authors discuss the possibility that physicists are collectively affected by an unconscious gender
bias — a concept that received recent attention in the U.S. following the development of Implicit Association
Tests (IAT) claimed to reveal such biases. Even if such tests were scientifically valid (see however [Oswald et
al.(2013)] for a meta-review), reading a scientific paper involves different mental processes than those probed by
IAT. Some of our results are based on citations: the same conclusions are reached removing from our analysis
citations to single-authored research, that would be more affected by a hypothetical collective gender bias.
Furthermore, fields that study bias might have their own biases: [Winegard et al.(2018), Stewart-Williams et
al.(2019)] found that scientific results exhibiting male-favouring differences are perceived as less credible and
more offensive. [Handley et al.(2015)] found that men (especially among STEM faculty) evaluate gender bias
research less favourably than women.
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The above results are in line with the literature, as summarized in [Ceci et al.(2014)]: “the

overall picture is one of gender neutrality”; “no evidence of women having harder time getting

tenure”; post-bachelor gender differences in attrition rates are significantly smaller in STEM

than in life science, psychology and social science. The literature finds a second gender differ-

ence, in productivity: “women on average publish fewer papers than men”, “there are no sex

differences in citations per article” [Ceci et al.(2014)]. We find:

5. A productivity gap both in the fractionally-counted number of publications and in their

citational impact (fig. 8), which does not appear to be dominantly concentrated in specific

countries, topics, periods, bibliometric indicators, journals (supplementary fig. S1), etc.

The gap is also found without integrating over careers (see fig. 11, 12).

6. A gradually increasing male fraction when going from average to top authors in terms

of individual citations (or other indices, such as fractionally-counted publications). The

quantitative shape of this trend appears dominantly due to a higher variance in the upper

side of the M distributions (see fig. 15, eq. (5), eq. (6)), rather than due to a difference

in averages.

We verified that our results still hold ignoring hyper-authored papers (possibly affected by guest

authorship) or restricting to single-authored papers.

While many social phenomena could produce different averages, producing different vari-

ances would need something that specifically disadvantages research by top female authors.

Just to make one example of social nature, a gender gap in research productivity could arise

if better female authors receive more honours and leadership positions that drive them away

from research. However, data also show an excess of young authors among those who produced

top-cited papers: the excess is observed both among M and F authors. This suggests extending

our considerations from possible sociological issues to possible biological issues.

It is interesting to point out that the gender differences in representation and productivity

observed in bibliometric data can be explained at face value (one does not need to assume

that confounders make things different from what they seem) relying on the combination of

two effects documented in the scientific literature: differences in interests [Su et al.(2009),

Diekman et al.(2010),Lippa (2010),Su et al.(2015),Thelwall (2018)b] and in variability [Halpern

et al.(2007),Deary et al.(2007),Hyde (2014),Stevens et al.(2017),Wang et al.(2013)].

Greater male interest in things and greater female interest in people is observed consistently

across cultures and time and is large (d ≈ 1 i.e. distributions differ by about one standard de-

viation): such difference in interests dominantly accounts for the initial difference in represen-

tation.19 Difference in variability accounts for the difference in productivity. This is consistent

19Large gender differences along the people/things dimension are observed in occupational choices and in
academical fields: such differences reproduce within sub-fields [Thelwall (2018)b]. In particular, the female
participation is lower in sub-fields closer to physics even within fields with their own cultures, such as “physical
and theoretical chemistry” within chemistry [Thelwall (2018)b]. This suggests that the people/things dimension
plays a more relevant role than the different cultures of different fields.

Furthermore, psychology finds that females value careers with positive societal benefits more than do males:
some authors propose that women tend more to opt out of STEM because “women tend to endorse communal
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with [O’Dea et al.(2018)], that confirms the difference in variabilities looking at grades, and

observes that this difference alone cannot reproduce the representation gap.

The amount of higher male variability suggested by bibliometric data in fundamental physics

is at the 10% level, roughly consistent with independent observations of presumably relevant

traits. While such psychometrics observations dominantly probe the central, most populated,

part of the distributions, we reasonably expect that physicists probe the upper tail20 and

that top-cited physicists reach the far-end upper tail. We estimate to reach about 5 standard

deviations above the mean, given that this is the maximal deviation statistically expected from

a pool of ∼ 109 persons, in Gaussian approximation.

Dealing with complex systems, any simple interpretation can easily be incomplete, including

a hypothetical gender discrimination. In any case, it is interesting that data can be explained

without invoking such hypothesis.

We conclude addressing ethic and social values, given that a gender difference in variances is

seen by some as offensive, like other ideas originally proposed by Darwin [Hill (2017)] (modestly

keeping things in proportions in this comparison). The interpretation in terms of different vari-

abilities implies that we should keep giving gender-neutral equal opportunities to everybody by

considering each person based on his/her individual qualities, not as member of a demographic

group (gender, nationality or whatever). The refusal to consider population level differences

in distributions when trying to understand gaps in representation can lead to discriminations

allegedly aimed at establishing equal outcomes (see e.g. [Strumia (2019)] for a more extensive

discussion of such issues).
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the key data and converted them into user-friendly Mathematica format. The code used to extract

data is available at GitHub (link: github.com/RiccardoTorre/InSpireTools) and the resulting data

at Zenodo (link: doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3482884). The data consist of a table with more than one

million of entries, one for each paper. Each entry contains the following information: 1) an integer

number identifying the paper; 2) publication date; 3) publication date on arXiv when available; 4)

number of authors; 5) number of references; 6) number of citations; 7) and 8) PageRank with and

without self-citations; 9) list of authors with each author identified by an integer number; 10) list of

references, with each paper identified by the integer in 1); 11) list of citations; 12) title; 13) arXiv

main category when available; 14) 1 if published, 0 otherwise; 15) list of lists of affiliations of each

author, with each institute identified by an integer number; 16) arXiv sub category when available;

17) arXiv number when available; 18) journal, with each journal identified by an integer number; 19)

collaboration(s), with each collaboration identified by an integer number; 20) number of individual

citations. The correspondence between integer numbers and papers, authors, institutes, journals,

collaborations is available from InSpire (for privacy reasons we avoid making our tables public).
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Supplementary material to “Gender issues in
fundamental physics: a bibliometric analysis”

S1 Checking possible confounders

We here show that the gender differences discussed in the main text remain after accounting for

possible confounder ‘backgrounds’. To start we consider a generic confounder, and in the following

sections we consider confounders specific to the various analyses.

While our analyses are not restricted to published papers (because the current main publishing

tool in fundamental physics is the pre-print bulletin arXiv) we consider a possible gender bias in the

publishing system. Fig. S1 shows that the gender composition among authors of main journals follows

the gender composition of their topics (e.g. more F authors in astrophysics) up to small variations.

This is consistent with other studies that found gender-fair refereeing processes (see e.g. [Ceci et

al.(2014)]).

S1.1 Hiring

We here study whether confounders can produce the gender difference in the average number of indi-

vidual citation at hiring moments found in fig. 4 of section 3.2. We explore the following possibilities:

• The fraction of female authors is mildly higher in countries with lower hiring requirements. The

top-left panel of fig. S2 shows that the gender difference persists restricting to hires in EU and

US, which have similar gender fractions among authors in fundamental physics (see fig. 1).

• The middle-left panel of fig. S2 shows the averages restricted to hiring in top institutions, where

research weights more than teaching [Ceci et al.(2014)]. We consider the 100 institutions with

the highest number of individual citations received by all their present affiliates (see table 12

of [Strumia et al.(2018)]). Similar results are found using different criteria to select top institutes.

• The top-right panel of fig. S2 shows averages computed separately within the main sub-fields of

fundamental physics: similar gender patterns are found.

• Rare outliers could affect the mean number of individual citations at hiring moments. The

top-right panel of fig. S2 shows the result obtained after removing the top and the bottom 10%

of authors. This affects M and F averages in similar ways.

• The bottom panels of fig. S2 show averages computed restricting to solo papers or dropping

hyper-authored papers, possibly affected by gift authorship.

Furthermore, qualitatively similar results are found using 5yr or 10yr-hiring; including successive

hires and/or removing first hires; using different bibliometric indices such as fractional counting or the

‘citation coin’ [Strumia et al.(2018)] proposed to discount circular citations including self-citations.

Finally, fig. S3 shows the bibliometric indicators at hiring moments as a function of scientific age

at hiring (defined as the time passed since the earliest paper of each author): the gender difference

shows no notable dependence on this variable.
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Figure S1: Journals, classified by the percentage of fractionally-counted female authors and by

the average individual citations received by their published papers. Dot areas are proportional

to the total bibliometric impact.

S1.2 Productivity

We here study whether the productivity gap found in fig. 8 could be due to confounders.

Checks similar to those already shown in fig. S2 are performed in fig. S4. We restrict to institutions

in the EU and US; to main topics; to 100 top institutes; to papers with few authors; we drop top

and bottom authors. We find a productivity gap among theorists and astrophysicists but not among

experimentalists, who work in large experimental collaborations where bibliometric indicators cannot

recognise individual merit (indices of experimentalists are significantly correlated). The productivity

gap is found even using non-fractional citation counts (namely, assigning a paper with Naut authors

fully to each author) provided that the analysis is restricted to theorists and/or to papers with less

than about 10 authors; otherwise average citation counts are dominated by large collaborations.21

Furthermore, a gap in the same direction is observed computing the median, restricting to authors

with more than 5 papers; removing solo papers (possibly affected by a hypothetical collective gender

bias); replacing individual citations with fractional counting or PageRank-based metrics.

S1.3 Distribution of individual citations

In fig. 13 of section 3.4 we found a higher male fraction among top-authors. We here study whether

such trend found can be attributed confounders. The higher average seniority of M authors is a

significant confounder, already taken into account in the main text.

One can worry that papers with many authors might contain gift authorships, or that the trend

might be a byproduct of gender differences in co-authorship. The trend becomes stronger restricting to

papers with less than 10 authors, as well as restricting to single-author papers, see fig. S5. With these

cuts, the trend is visible also considering simple citation counting, see fig. S6. Furthermore, fig. 12

shows the percentage female contribution to papers as function of the number of citations received

21We thank Sabine Hossenfelder for discussions.
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Figure S2: Top-left: as in the left panel of fig. 4, restricting to hiring in EU and US insti-

tutions. Top-right: computing means separately among authors with most papers in theory

(dotted), astro/cosmo (dot-dashed), experiment (dashed). Middle-left: considering only au-

thors hired by 100 top institutes. Middle-right: recomputing the mean after dropping every

year the 10% of hired authors with most and with least individual citations at hiring. Bottom-

left: considering only single-author papers. Bottom-right: considering only papers with less

than 10 authors.
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Figure S3: As in fig. 4, as function of scientific age at hiring (years passed since earliest

paper).

by papers: we see that F authors contributed to high-impact collaboration papers, but not yet to

high-impact single-author papers.

One can worry that the trend is due to our specific choice of bibliometric index, individual citations.

We thereby repeat the same analysis using different bibliometric indicators:

• Fig. S7 shows the result using the CitationCoin [Strumia et al.(2018)]: we again find a gender

difference among top authors, that persists after compensating for the different gender history.

• Fig. S8 considers the mean individual citations per paper received by each author, Nicit/Npap.

Like the CitationCoin, this metric combines the information on the number of citations and of

papers. However, it is a less effective figure of merit, as it leads to lists of top authors that

contain authors who abandoned the field after writing one or few well-cited papers.22

• Fig. S9 shows the result using the AuthorRank computed as in [Strumia et al.(2018)] and shifted

such that its lowest value is 0. The trend is again visible.

• Fig. S10 shows that the trend is again present considering the fractionally-counted number of

papers written by each author, even dividing by his/her scientific age. The number of papers

(published or not) written by each author is a bibliometric indicator less correlated with scientific

merit than the number of received individual citations, but more objective (for example, one

might worry that citations are affected by a gender bias).

We next check that not only the trend, but also its specific quantitative shape discussed around

eq. (S2) is not due to confounders. Fig. 15 shows that this is the case when correcting for different

22This metric has 0.36 correlation with Nicit. The related metric Nicit/Nipap (mean individual citations per
fractionally-counted paper, 0.04 correlation with Nicit) magnifies the problem up to the point that top authors
are unknown authors who wrote one or few well-cited papers in collaborations [Strumia et al.(2018)].
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Figure S4: Top-left: as in fig. 8, restricting to authors in EU and US institutions. Top-right:

computing means separately among authors with most papers in theory (dotted), astro/cosmo

(dot-dashed). Middle-left: considering only authors mainly affiliated to 100 top institutes.

Middle-right: recomputing the mean after dropping the 1% or 10% fraction of hired authors

with most and least individual citations. Bottom-left: considering only papers with few au-

thors. Bottom-right: considering the average number of fractionally counted citations per

fractionally-counted paper.
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Figure S5: As in fig. 13, but restricting to single-author papers (left) or to papers with less

than 10 authors (right).
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Figure S6: As in fig. 13, but considering citations.
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Figure S7: As in fig. 13, but considering the Citation Coin.
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Figure S8: As in fig. 13, but considering the average number of individual citations received

by each author, Nicit/Npap.
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Figure S9: As in fig. 13, but considering the Author Rank.
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Figure S10: As in fig. 13, but considering the number of fractionally-counted papers.
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author ages. Fig. S11 shows that the trend is present in independent slices of the data-base selected

according to possible confounders:

• The top-left panel of fig. S11 shows that the trend is independently present when the data-base

is subdivided into the main topics of fundamental physics (experiment, theory and astrophysics,

as deduced from arXiv categories available after ∼1995). A hint of the trend is present among

experimentalists, despite their large recent collaborations.

• The top-left panel of fig. S11 also shows that the trend is independently present among hired

(dashed) and non-hired (dotted) authors. As expected, this distinction only affects the lower side

of the logNicit distribution. We here used 10yr-hires. Furthermore the trend is independently

present restricting to authors hired (or not hired) by top institutions, defined in various ways

as discussed earlier.

• The fraction of M and F authors is approximatively the same within the countries that mostly

contributed to fundamental physics: see the right panel of fig. 1. Thereby we do not expect

that national differences are a confounder. Indeed, the top-right panel of fig. S11 shows that

the trend is independently present dividing authors in non-overlapping samples according to the

most frequent country in their affiliations (at least for large countries with enough statistics).

The plots above have been corrected for the generation effect as described in section 3.4; the plots

below are restricted to time periods so that such correction is not necessary:

• The bottom-left panel of fig. S11 shows that the trend is independently present dividing authors

in non-overlapping samples according to their scientific birth date (year of their first paper).

We restricted to authors still scientifically active in the present decade (this restriction makes

a little difference). This plot means that the trend is not due to physicists preferentially citing

famous older authors who built their scientific reputation in years around 1970 when progress

was faster and when the female fraction was lower. On the contrary, the trend is present also

restricting to recent authors.

• The bottom-right panel of fig. S11 shows that the trend is independently present dividing papers

in non-overlapping samples according to their publication date, since 1970 (when the InSpire

data-base started being complete) up to now (recent papers are still accumulating citations).

S2 Statistical significance of the difference in variances

Statistical significance is a necessary condition for scientific significance but it is not a sufficient con-

dition. A potential result is scientifically significant when the effect is larger enough than statistical

uncertainties and than all other systematic uncertainties. Systematic uncertainties (confounding vari-

ables in the present study) are discussed in the main text.

We here address the statistical significance, following Appendix B of [Strumia et al.(2006)]. In order

to quantify the significance of the gender gaps in productivity, and of their possible joint interpretation

as a difference in upper variances, we consider the likelihood L that a statistical fluctuation of the

background results into the observed apparent effect. When a model that interprets the effect is

available, a sensitive statistics is the likelihood ratio between the null hypothesis and the model,
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Figure S11: Top-left: We compute the numbers NF and NM of female and male authors in

fundamental physics who received a given amount Nicit of individual citations, and plot the ratio

NF/NM (vertical axis) as function of logNicit (horizontal axis). The papers are here spitted ac-

cording to their arXiv topic (all, experiment, theory, astrophysics) and the authors as all, hired,

not hired (using 10yr-hires). Top-right: same quantity splitting authors according to the most

frequent country in their affiliations. Bottom-left: same quantity splitting authors according

to their scientific birth (publication year of the earliest paper), restricting to scientifically active

authors up to the present decade. Bottom-right: same quantity splitting papers according to

their publication date. Data points with zero female or male authors are not shown; however

in the latter 3 panels the points below the labels show the positions of the 300 top authors (M

are blue, F are pink). The dotted curves show how eq. (S2) with p ≈ 2 and Rσ ≈ 2 can fit the

observed NF/NM .
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quantified as a χ2 = −2 lnL difference. The ∆χ2 can then be converted through statistical inference

into a statistical significance (relative probability between the null hypothesis and the model, given

the data) as well as into confidence regions for the model parameters. This is simply done in the

Gaussian limit. Beyond this limit, statistical inference becomes a subtle and debatable subject that

gives no objective univocal result when trying to quantify probabilities through frequentist or Bayesian

techniques. The ∆χ2 values we find are well above arbitrary thresholds for ‘statistical significance’

commonly considered in scientific disciplines, so that we don’t need to address subtleties related to

statistical inference.

We here quantify the statistical significance of the difference between the M and F binned distri-

butions in fig. 13 or 14 through

χ2 = −2
∑
i

lnL(µMi, NMi)P (µFi, NFi), µGi = N tot
G

NMi +NFi

N tot
M +N tot

F

(S1)

where L(µ,N) = µNe−µ/N ! is the Poissonian likelihood of observing N events when µ are expected.

We use Poissonian probabilities because some bins have zero or few authors. See [Bohm et al.(2014)]

for Poissonian probabilities of weighted events; in the Gaussian limit the variance of
∑

iwi is
∑

iw
2
i .

We compute the χ2 as a function of two fit parameters that artificially shift the mean and rescale

the upper width of one of the two bells. We sum over bins i in the middle and upper parts of the

bells, ignoring the lower tails. The middle part of the bells is included to reduce the uncertainties on

the means, allowing to better see the difference in variances. We marginalise over the shift in means

doing statistical inference in the common Gaussian limit of Bayesian and frequentistic techniques: in

this limit marginalisation over parameters reduces to minimisation of the χ2, and the final ∆χ2 is

approximatively distributed as a χ2 with one degree of freedom. We find that the χ2 decreases by

a statistically significant amount (∆χ2 ≈ 50 − 100 depending on how much of the middle region is

included) when the width of the M distribution is artificially reduced by 10− 15%.

We can also quantify the statistical significance through the approximated analysis that relies on

eq. (5) and eq. (6) by fitting the NF /NM distributions plotted in fig. 15 to the following analytic form

R = RN exp

(
− Rσ

2
lnp

Nicit

N0
icit

)
(S2)

where ln is the natural logarithm and RN , Rσ, p, N0
icit are free parameters. We then fit the observed

NFi, NMi to the theoretical R = NF /NM by defining a χ2 = −2
∑

i lnL(Ri, NFi, NMi) statistics, where

the sum runs over the bins i, excluding the lower tails of the the Nicit distributions. Furthermore

L(R,NF , NM ) ∝ R2NF (1 +R)−2(NF+NM ) (S3)

(written up to an R-independent multiplicative factor) is the maximal likelihood of observing NG

authors with gender G assuming a given expected gender ratio R. We find that the fit parameter

RN depends on the overall number of M and F authors in the given sample; the fit parameter N0
icit

depends on the overall amount of citing literature relevant for the given sample. Different sub-samples

are fitted reasonably well by common values of the extra fit parameters: p ≈ 2 and Rσ ≈ 2 − 3.

Compensating for gender history the preference for p = 2 is again χ2
p=1−χ2

p=2 ≈ 50− 100, depending

how much of the middle region is included.
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Reply to commentaries about

“Gender issues in fundamental physics:
a bibliometric analysis”

Alessandro Strumia

My bibliometric study about fundamental physics and gender [Strumia (2021)] received four

commentaries, [Andersen et al.(2021), Ball et al.(2021), Hossenfelder (2021), Thelwall (2021)].

One commentary replicated the analysis: Sabine Hossenfelder (the only author of commentaries

who works in fundamental physics) writes: “his findings are significant and robust. My collabo-

rators Tobias Mistele, Tom Price, and I have been able to reproduce the bibliometric results with

the same database and with a different database of the same disciplines” [Hossenfelder (2021)].

Some other commentaries performed partial checks using my data, that I made fully public.

They raised doubts about specific scientific points. I first clarify such doubts, confirming my

results. I next reply to generic sociological comments that, in my opinion, denote a lack of

insider knowledge of fundamental physics. I conclude addressing comments that go beyond the

scientific issue, touching political topics.

S3 Doubts on InSpire hires

[Andersen et al.(2021)] raise a doubt about fig. 4 of [Strumia (2021)] (bibliometric indices at

hires) viewing as suspect that, according to the InSpire database, about 20% of hired authors

had no papers or citations in fundamental physics at the moment of their first hire. I see no

solid reason to exclude this fraction, after looking at its geographic and time dependence: the

fraction of suspect cases was higher 50 years ago and become small in recent times, consistently

with anecdotal reports. Anyhow, in order to clarify the doubt raised by [Andersen et al.(2021)],

the new fig. R1 shows the result obtained omitting suspect hires with no citations or papers.

Additionally, following another suggestion by [Andersen et al.(2021)], fig. R1 shows the median

(rather than the mean) of the bibliometric indices at hiring. Despite these changes, the gender

gap found in fig. 4 persists in fig. R1.

Furthermore, [Andersen et al.(2021)] argue that pseudo-hires are not valid because I have

not used them in fig. 4. The real reason of this choice is explained in section 2.2 of my original

paper: pseudo-hires computed from affiliations are an independent sample that gives larger

coverage than InSpire hires but less accurate hiring times: fig. 4 has been computed using

InSpire hires because timing is here more important that coverage. Anyhow, in order to clarify

this issue, the new fig. R2 shows the same plot recomputed using pseudo-hires: once more the

same gender gap shows up, like in other checks already presented in fig. S2. Finally, it is worth
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Figure R1: Variants of fig. 4 suggested by [Andersen et al.(2021)]. The left (right) panel

shows the median number of fractionally-counted papers Nipap (of individual citations Nicit) of

authors in fundamental physics at the moment of their first hire, as function of the hiring year,

omitting authors who result hired with zero papers or citations in the InSpire database. Gender

differences remain similar to fig. 4 in my original paper.

mentioning that a recent independent analysis [Moore et al.(2020)] found a similar gap studying

hires of professors in Sweden.

S4 A posteriori adjustment of methodologies?

[Andersen et al.(2021)] raise the issue that methodologies might have not been chosen a priori

before designing the analysis and collecting data. While social experiments can be performed

in ideal (possibly unrealistic) conditions, this is more difficult when studying reality. Anyhow,

let me clarify that no a posteriori adjustment of methodologies has been made. Indeed, having

in mind this possible concern, I followed the same methodologies as in my previous publica-

tion [Strumia et al.(2018)], that focused on exploring and developing bibliometric indices that

provide good results based on simple observables with no free adjustments nor data manipu-

lations. Some results were already used in bibliometrics, but not by physicists. Only later I

applied the same data and methodologies to gender, as accidentally I was in a physics institu-

tion that started focusing on gender. My publication about gender [Strumia (2021)] contains

extra indices and tests that give consistent results (I thank the referees for their suggestions).

In the future the same methodologies could be applied to other sectors of physics and to other

fields, about which I have no bibliometric data.

[Andersen et al.(2021)] generically claim that I left out relevant evidence (“cherry-picking”):

in reality I analysed all data about all fundamental physics world-wide since 1970 to 2018, as

2
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Figure R2: Fig. 4 recomputed using, instead of InSpire hires, the pseudo-hires of section 2.2

(10 consecutive years with the same affiliation). The gender gap in fig. 4 persists. 5yr pseudo-

hires give similar results.

available in the InSpire database. Nothing has been left out. [Andersen et al.(2021)] are “not

impressed with the amounts of data”, warn that “estimates can be systemically biased” and

worry that I declared “supremacy of data quantity over data quality”. So let me clarify that

I just mean that a larger amount of data (data quantity) helps to test and reduce systematic

uncertainties (data quality). Concretely, the large amount of data was used to probe individ-

ually various confounders, without applying any data manipulation, by checking that gender

differences seen in the full data-set persist inside slices of data (restricted based on scientific

fields, number of authors, hiring status, countries, time-periods, etc). As [Hossenfelder (2021)]

comments, “Strumia’s analysis collects biographic and bibliometric data from about 70,000 sci-

entists and is therefore statistically far more informative than most of the existing studies on

gender bias in physics and related disciplines which recruit of the order 50 or so participants”.

S5 A cocktail of confounders?

[Ball et al.(2021)] remark that “extreme care must be taken when arguing for causal relation-

ships”. Since care should be exercised in all directions, rather than selectively, I used bibliomet-

ric data to check the mainstream view according to which gender gaps in physics are causally

attributed to biases. The dominant pattern emerging from data is not characteristic of biases,

and pointed towards the different interpretation mentioned in my conclusions. If one believes

that such pattern could be produced by confounders, the same reasoning applies a fortiori to

biases, as they are a possibly smaller effect not emerged from data.

Commentaries do not identify relevant specific overlooked confounders, in addition to the

confounders that have been already considered: gender differences in seniority have been com-
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pensated by the re-weighting in eq. (2); other confounders turned out to be individually small.

As pointed out in my original paper, this leaves open the possibility that the main pattern

found in data might be produced by a combination of small confounders. This possibility is

often considered (e.g. in social sciences) through regression analyses, mostly done in linear

approximation because it provides a simple model with a manageable number of free parame-

ters. [Ball et al.(2021)] notice that I have not followed this practice. The reason is that most

small confounders are non-linear: a linear analysis would be invalid, introduce arbitrariness and

allow cherry-picking (section S6 shows an example of this). Given that no model of citation

practice is available to reliably combine small non-linear confounders, I preferred presenting

simple raw observables and using the large statistics to test confounders by slicing data.

S6 The reanalysis by [Ball et al.(2021)]

[Ball et al.(2021)] claim that my analysis is “ideologically motivated” because I presented data

without correcting for “direct discrimination” and “tendency to overcite well-known authors”.

On the contrary, what can lead to ideologically biased analyses is doing this kind of data

manipulations. [Ball et al.(2021)] provide an example in this direction, presenting an alternative

reanalysis of a small sub-set of my database where they add corrections they view as necessary

and conclude that “female-authored papers are actually cited more than male-authored papers”.

Their reanalysis is flawed because of the multiple reasons listed below:

1) [Ball et al.(2021)] do not average citations but use the inverse hyperbolic sine of citations.

This does not satisfy sum rules that allow to measure groups as the sum of their parts.

For example

2 + 2 = 4 6= arcsinh (sinh 2 + sinh 2) ≈ 2.7. (S4)

Intensive quantities (like densities in physics) satisfy sum properties that make them use-

ful observables, unlike random functions. In the bibliometric context, this was mentioned

in section 4 of [Strumia et al.(2018)]. [Ball et al.(2021)] justify their arcsinh choice claim-

ing that “male authors disproportionately cluster at the very top and very bottom of the

citation distribution”. This means that [Ball et al.(2021)] see Higher Male Variance in

data, and suppress it by replacing citations with a function that artificially reduces the

gap between poorly-cited and top-cited papers.1

2) Next, [Ball et al.(2021)] “adjust for... authors’ research age and their lifetime fame”. In

practice, this means that [Ball et al.(2021)] artificially penalise citations when the cited

author is elder and/or published many past papers on high-quality journals. Their ‘ad-

justments’ bias the gender averages because: i) male authors presently are on average

1 [Ball et al.(2021)] claim that introducing the arcsinh has a small effect, but: 1) the gender gap they claim is
small too; 2) arcsinh-averages are lower than averages by an amount comparable to standard deviations, which
are large and show mild gender differences. Their additional motivation “raw citation counts are censored below
at zero” does not apply to my analysis, based on fractionally counted citations. Fractional counting gives an
intensive observable and does not introduce an artificial scale, while an arcsinh misses both features.
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Figure R1: As in fig. S1, restricting to solo

papers. For each journal we plot: on the

horizontal axis, the mean individual citations

received per year by all solo papers; on the

vertical axis the percentage of female authors

among solo papers. Journals in red (blue)

publish reviews (proceedings), which tend to

receive more (less) citations.

Figure R2: Female/Male ratio of the aver-

age number of individual citations received

per year by solo papers published on the indi-

cated journals during the indicated time peri-

ods. Authors are weighted to compensate for

gender history. We compare within periods

of publication years, as citations accumulate

with time.

elder; ii) the adjustments are wrongly done in linear approximation. The linear approx-

imation is not valid because the phenomena are non-linear. Indeed, bibliometric data

show that the average scientific output of authors does not increase linearly with their

age. Approximating it with a linear function is wrong, altought a monotonously growing

function might be motivated by the post-modernist view of science as a social hierarchy

where elder authors are rewarded for power. As discussed in footnote 13 of [Strumia

(2021)], data about fundamental physics show instead that top-cited papers tend to be

produced by younger authors, possibly because cognitive abilities decline after mid-age.

While this might motivate a correction opposite to [Ball et al.(2021)], my analysis avoided

questionable data adjustments.

3) Furthermore [Ball et al.(2021)] “adjust for ... journal of publication”. In practice, this

essentially means that [Ball et al.(2021)] compute the average citations received by male

and female authors within each journal (out of 5 good journals selected in their anal-

ysis). This is a logical mistake, because journals aim at selecting papers according to

their scientific value: good journals primarily select good papers independently of author

gender/age etc. So, when analyzing sub-samples of papers sliced at roughly fixed quality,
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a gap in citations gets hidden by looking only at within-journal arcsinh-averages, as [Ball

et al.(2021)] do. The correct implication is that the publishing system is fairly doing its

expected job. Then, one expects that the gender gap is visible by looking at the gender

ratio of the total number of papers in different journals. Indeed, female authors produced

3.8% (i.e. less than their representation) of the solo papers in a few good journals consid-

ered by [Ball et al.(2021)]. Extending the analysis to all solo papers in all journals in the

full data-base, fig. R1 shows a pattern consistent with my results.2

Summarising with a soccer analogy, what [Ball et al.(2021)] claim is like claiming that “young

players in weak teams actually score more than Ronaldo” while actually computing the arcsinh

of scored goals subtracting past goals and the team average. Fig. R2 (analogous to fig. 2 in [Ball

et al.(2021)]) shows that their claim no longer holds if data manipulations are avoided. We

adjusted for gender history following eq. (2) in the main paper; this has a minor effect. Fig. R2

confirms that the publishing system is doing a fair job.

S7 Bibliometric as a proxy for scientific quality

[Ball et al.(2021)] think that physicists might be top-cited due to “biased citing, which involves a

number of considerations including the ‘halo effect’, in-house citations, Matthew effect”. Those

who view science primarily as a social hierarchy think that bibliometric indices cannot be a

valid proxy for scientific quality because they are too much distorted by sociological factors.

Indeed, other fields show that this can be a problem: for example, more citations are received

by some research finding gender bias [Jussim (2019)] (see also [Clark et al.(2020)]). But such

generic problem looses quantitative significance when applied to fundamental physics: a field far

from politically sensitive topics and guided by objective data. Physics accepted relativity and

quantum mechanics, despite that they conflict with human ‘bias’ about space, time and realism.

Sociological distortions happened in physics but remained local while the field itself avoided

major problems: no person nor school nor institution ever controlled physics. Occasional

divergences between schools of thought got decided by experiments, as “the job of a scientist

is to carefully listen to nature, not to tell nature how to behave” (R. Feynman). Bibliometric

indices, being dominated by counts at global level, average out local social distortions and

thereby provide a less biased proxy than local evaluations.

Furthermore, sociological effects (such as time available for research) that can produce

mild differences in bibliometric output are relatively less important in physics, as this field

exhibits the biggest bibliometric differences between top and average authors (as mentioned

in footnote 20 of [Strumia (2021)]). [Andersen et al.(2021)] doubt that there is any relation

between intelligence and scientific productivity: “extant research on intelligence and scientific

productivity is scarce, and does not suggest any direct relationship between the two”. Having read

and understood many top-cited physics papers, I appreciate their non-trivial results achieved

2Adjusting for gender history would negligibly modify the figure. The analysis in my original paper avoids
using data about journals, as this would involve unnecessary complications: almost all papers first freely appear
on arXiv and some top-cited authors avoid publishing their papers.
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thanks to the brain-power of their authors, a key feature missed by sociological arguments

focused on power.

S8 Unbalanced literature review in the introduction?

[Ball et al.(2021)] claim that my literature review is biased. Balance can be an issue when

touching currently controversial topics about which some authors have strong opinions. Indeed,

I got interested in ‘STEM and gender’ because a STEM institution hosted a workshop about

this topic, and, accidentally, I had relevant bibliometric data. From the workshop I got the

impression that my data were in disagreement with past literature. Only later I become aware

that the literature contains many similar results, which had been ignored in the workshop. In

my view this unbalance is a more serious issue than the relative amount of space I gave to both

points of view. Selective criticism of my balance seems to reflect the wider unbalance.

Indeed, in order to prove my supposed “lack of balance in citing”, [Ball et al.(2021)] list

some papers that I have not cited. But most of such papers are subsequent to mine (submitted

to QSS and to arXiv in 2018, blocked by arXiv, accepted by QSS in 2019). Furthermore, unlike

what [Ball et al.(2021)] write, the papers they list do not provide evidence for biases. Indeed,

let us go through the bibliometric studies.

• The preprint [Dworkin et al.(2020)] (listed by [Ball et al.(2021)]) studies some journals in

neurosciences finding that male authors are cited slightly more that predicted by a naive

citation model that ignores scientific quality and assumes random citations, giving more

to elder authors. Claiming that this kind of results imply gender bias lacks adequate

foundation: some papers are cited more simply because they contain more scientific

results.

• Indeed [Fox et al.(2019)] (listed by [Ball et al.(2021)]) find similar results studying citation

and acceptance rates in ecology journals and correctly warn: “our data do not allow us

to test hypotheses about mechanisms underlying the gender discrepancies we observed”.

• Similarly [RSC (2019)] (listed by [Ball et al.(2021)]) finds similar results studying chem-

istry journals and warns: “these results suggest that even when papers authored by women

are published, their work is less cited. However, we cannot be sure whether this is due to

a true gender bias”.

It’s then unclear what the scientific basis is of some other statements in these papers. In view

of this confusing situation, I read previous research critically: considering their data without

stopping at sentences written by authors. This explains why [Andersen et al.(2021)] believe

that I misinterpreted some previous research. Indeed they provide a table where they simply

quote some sentences by authors of past research. To exemplify, I discuss the first few items of

their table:

• [Caplar et al.(2017)] is one more work (focused on astronomy) that finds that papers by

female authors are less cited, even with respect to some naive citation model that tries to
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account for possible social factors. Once again, after discussing gender bias, the authors

warn: “of course we cannot claim that we have actually measured gender bias”. This is

why I ignored this part, and focused instead on data, correctly reporting what data in

fig. 6 of [Caplar et al.(2017)] show.

• My supposed ‘biased reporting’ about [Milkman et al.(2015)] is actually a correct descrip-

tion of the data in fig. 3 of [Milkman et al.(2015)]. Indeed, simple mathematics shows

that female students received +3%, +4%, +3%, −2%, +8% more responses in public US

universities compared to male students in the same racial group (white, black, hispanic,

Chinese, Indian). The corresponding numbers in private universities (a smaller part of

the sample) are −6%, −1%, +8%, −13%, +5%.

• [Ball et al.(2021)] criticise me for not having cited [Witteman et al.(2019)], while [Andersen

et al.(2021)] criticise how I cited [Witteman et al.(2019)]: I mentioned explicitly one result,

hinting only implicitly at a second result. Indeed the second result was less relevant in the

context of the citation in my introduction, and [Witteman et al.(2019)] warn that their

second result “does not allow for estimation of the contribution of three possible sources

— individual bias, systemic bias, or lower performance”. Once more it’s the same issue.

Rather than providing more examples going through each paper in the lists by [Andersen et

al.(2021),Ball et al.(2021)], let me draw the general lesson. Some literature seems to exhibit a

bias for bias: the amount of evidence decreases when moving from newspaper reports to titles

of actual research, to abstract, to text, down to data.

S9 Sociology or biology?

Many recent studies only consider gender as a social self-identity. In my opinion this is an

unjustified limitation that leads these authors to restrict their attention to sociological inter-

pretations ignoring those biological differences that can arise given that sex is determined by

chromosomes present in any cell. Indeed, since the pattern of biases expected on the basis of

sociological interpretations did not show up in data, my conclusions mentioned the possibil-

ity of interpreting data at face value in terms of the combined effect of gender difference in

interests and Higher Male Variance (HMV). In particular I noticed that the HMV suggested

by InSpire data could be interpreted, even at quantitative level, as due to the HMV seen

in biology. This is “an entirely unjustified conflation of correlation and causation” according

to [Ball et al.(2021)], and “highly speculative explanations based on twisted assumptions and

with little or no empirical basis” according to [Andersen et al.(2021)]. Such commentaries even

raise doubts about the existence of HMV and gender difference in interests. The empirical

basis of this science has recently been summarized by [Pinker and Spelke (2005), Halpern et

al.(2007),Stevens et al.(2017),Murray (2020),Stewart-Williams et al.(2021)], showing that the

surrounding controversy is now mostly outside science. HMV is observed in a wide variety of

physical and cognitive traits [Lehre et al.(2009),Murray (2020)] and in many dimorphic species.

Focusing on human traits that appear more relevant for the present discussion, HMV is seen in
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subcortical regions, in personality measures (e.g. extraversion, conscientiousness, agreeableness,

openness) and in mental tests (e.g. PISA scores worldwide3).

Concerning the issue of causation, I had actually not discussed it in my paper. Various

commentaries emphasize the difficulty of identifying causal relations in sociology. Indeed, some

apparently causal findings in social sciences were later recognized to be correlations due to ge-

netics [Boutwell (2015)]. On the other hand, biological factors, by their very nature, tend to act

causally. This leads to the question: what are the mechanisms behind the two factors of interest?

Gender differences in interests seem significantly shaped by pre-natal hormones [Berenbaum et

al.(2016)], and stable in time and cross-culturally (see e.g. [Stoet et al.(2020)] and in [Murray

(2020)]). The origin of HMV is not yet established and plausible interpretations of biological na-

ture have been proposed [Reinhold et al.(2013),Murray (2020),Wyman et al.(2014),DelGiudice

et al.(2018)].

In my opinion, the controversy surrounding such topics arises because a constructivist at-

titude in some corner of present sociology and anthropology tends to disregard the role that

basic facts of human nature have for social interaction and postulates that everything is totally

shaped by the symbols and meanings people come to develop in society. For example, the Stan-

dard Social Science Model relies on the Blank Slate paradigm (see [Pinker (2002)] for a critical

introduction; see also [Buss et al.(2018)]). While physics relies on mathematics, chemistry on

physics, biology on chemistry, this part of current sociology refuses relying on its natural root,

biology [Boutwell (2017),Murray (2020)].

In conclusion, having mentioned gender differences in interests and Higher Male Variance

does not make my results wrong. On the contrary, it’s scientifically dubious to refuse a priori

such notions corroborated by evidence.

S10 Political values

[Ball et al.(2021)] contains heated criticisms about my paper and others who find related

results. For example, according to [Ball et al.(2021)] “Stoet and Geary’s arguments have been

undermined significantly by the many deficiencies in their data analysis”, while a more accurate

statement would be: “Stoet and Geary [Stoet et al.(2019)] clarified a point”. More precisely, the

main point clarified in [Stoet et al.(2019)] is that [Stoet et al.(2018)] had correctly considered

(a function of) gender ratios in STEM relative to gender ratios in the graduate population,

rather than in the whole population.

Similarly, [Ball et al.(2021)] claim that my paper is “merely a flawed, biased, and ideologically

motivated analysis. It is also likely to be actively harmful to the progress of women in physics,

at a detriment not only to many individuals but to our entire community”. Apart from their

understatement style, the problem with [Ball et al.(2021)] is that their approach is closer to

3As reported in Appendix 3 of [Murray (2020)], distributions of recent PISA math scores show a male-to-
female variance ratio equal to 1.14 in West Europe, the Anglosphere and Scandinavia; 1.12 in East Europe and
Latin America; 1.10 in SouthEast Asia; 1.18 in East Asia; 1.16 in Mideast/North Africa. HMV is similarly
found in PISA reading scores, where girls outscore boys.
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activism than to science: they try to discredit a scientific result not by logic or evidence but by

rhetorically attacking its supposed implications. When [Ball et al.(2021)] go beyond criticising

and try doing science, their alternative reanalysis contains so many problems that it becomes an

alternative reality (see section S6). When [Ball et al.(2021)] propose that a missed “confounding

factor is vocal criticism of women within academia by individuals such as Strumia”, they just

confound scientific arguments with insults. Similarly, [Ball et al.(2021)] claim with no basis that

my analysis is “very far from neutral or disinterested”. My paper contained a statement about

no competing interests. To remove any doubt I expand on it: I have never been affiliated to any

party, political association or even academy; I got interested in the topic only accidentally; my

research is not financed by anybody (I avoid using my affiliation); as expected only troubles are

gained by presenting data that challenge the dominant political narrative in some academias.4

These situations happen when scientific results cast doubts on beliefs that somebody holds

as sacred. Such conflicts happen because science is a method for seeking truth. Science emerged

after a historical period with divisive moral issues by finding a common ground in empirical

data and objectivity. This allowed scientists to agree on facts, at the price of making science

an equal opportunity offender [Clark et al.(2020)]. Centuries ago science cast doubt on sacred

religious beliefs, and the Church closed itself in indefensible positions. Something similar is

happening now: research about human differences challenges beliefs of major political orien-

tations. Following the commentaries, I discuss the left side of the political spectrum, where

the desire to see all groups thrive equally become an apodictic belief in the absolute equality

among groups. By denying any difference, one gets caught in a bind: tribalism reinforces the

conflict [Clark et al.(2020)], giving a stronger position within their group to those guardians of

their sacred values who try to discredit scientific progress.

Given this present context, the disciplines that study bias in science risk being significantly

affected by the very same bias they study. According to [Clark et al.(2020)], “when the majority

of scientists in a discipline share the same sacred values, then the checks and balances of peer

review and peer skepticism that science relies upon can fail”. The risk that “social science will

become another form of covert political activism” [Clark et al.(2020)] has been highlighted by

gender journals that recently accepted hoaxes for publication [Pluckrose et al.(2018)], while pa-

pers with “controversial” findings get unpublished for scientifically unclear reasons (for recent

gender-related examples see [Hill (2017), Hudlicky (2020), AlShebli et al.(2020)]). Interpreting

any difference as bias leads to wrongly painting physics, other fields with similar representation

gaps (see e.g. [Sesardic et al.(2014), Reges (2018)]) and academia itself as sexist, discrimina-

tory and hostile. This view, especially when promoted instrumentally, may lead some female

researchers to wrongly fear a hostile environment. This is more harmful for progress of women

in physics than my bibliometric analysis.

4The commentary by [Thelwall (2021)] mentions the web site ‘Particles for Justice’. Instead of writing
a scientific commentary, these authors stopped at personal attacks against me based on false statements, as
clarified in my site alessandrostrumia.home.blog.
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Note outside the paper: submission to arXiv

During October 2018 I informed arXiv moderation that I wanted to submit a preprint about

bibliometric data and gender in physics. Based on quantitative data, my analysis finds gender

differences that do not look like discrimination.

As a result, arXiv silently revoked my rights to submit to the arXiv categories relevant for

my preprint (“physics” and “computer science”), without communicating me their decision,

and without any motivation. According to the arXiv policy, authors from recognized academic

institutions generally receive automatic endorsement. Despite this, I followed the procedure

indicated by arXiv for unaffiliated authors: I contacted established scientists who endorsed me

again and I submitted my preprint to “computer science”. Usually, submitted preprints appear

promptly on arXiv: one working day later. In this case, after about a month, arXiv rejected my

preprint: according to the moderators, for the first time, a preprint of mine needs “additional

review”. Additionally, arXiv menaced me of a ban if I resubmit my preprint (“Resubmission

of removed papers may result in loss of submission privileges”).

My preprint, despite its politically incorrect results, is scientifically correct: an expanded

version has now been published on the refereed journal Quantitative Science Studies. After that

my paper was published, I tried again submitting it to arXiv, but after 6 days it’s still “on

hold”. While I no longer need arXiv, as its main purpose is circulating preprints before that

they are accepted for publication, I feel that what arXiv did might raise issues of limitations of

freedom of research, in view of the following facts,

1. I am not a new author: in the past 20 years, arXiv had promptly accepted from me

180 preprints about high-energy physics and one preprint about bibliometrics appeared

in “computer science”. ArXiv had never revoked my submission rights. At the moment

I remain unable to submit to “physics”, and I verified that colleagues in my physics

department (as well as colleagues in nearby universities) are instead allowed to post to

“physics”.

2. After refusing my preprint, arXiv accepted from me different preprints submitted to

computer science and to high-energy-physics. Only the preprint containing politically

incorrect results has been refused.

While my paper is purely scientific, its results might be politically sensitive and arXiv might

moderate politically sensitive content. However:

3) ArXiv accepted preprints by other authors about gender and physics. For example, dur-

ing the same month (October 2018) arXiv accepted by other authors the unpublished

preprint arXiv:1810.01511 that contains politically correct but scientifically incorrect re-

sults. Indeed, it was “firmly ruled out” a few months later by arXiv:1903.08195 (another

preprint by other authors about gender and physics accepted by arXiv). Recently a

preprint about gender pronouns was accepted as arXiv:1907.04893 in a section dedicated

to “Instrumentation and Methods for Astrophysics”.

https://direct.mit.edu/qss/article/2/1/225/99129/Gender-issues-in-fundamental-physics-A
https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.01511
https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.08195
https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.04893
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